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Pub l i sher ’s  Notes

Much has happened since the
last issue of Advanced Diver
Magazine. For starters, ADM
On–CD, a single CDR that
contains the full contents of
Advanced Diver Magazine’s
first 12 issues, has been
completed and is now avail-
able. Its original design was
implemented to help save our
foreign subscribers the ever-
increasing costs of postage,
while also making the magazine technologically
available to those without high-speed Internet
capabilities.

ADM On–Line, which was a six month project, has
been completed and is up and running with out-
standing results. Visit the site at
www.AdvancedDiverMagazine.com.

Of course, the most important new feature to
Advanced Diver Magazine is the birth of our first
child, Savannah Lynn Bowen. Her expected due
date was July 14. Much to our surprise, she decided
that 30 days earlier would be better. So, on June
15, Father’s Day, she made her appearance.

The Future of ADM…

As you can see, ADM has gone full color. This has
been one of my goals from the beginning. Next, I
envision increasing the magazine another 16 or more
pages. I would like to start gearing a section of the
magazine toward the open water, recreational diver. I
feel that if ADM can start influencing upcoming
advanced and technical divers, we can steer them
into purchasing the right training and equipment.

ADM is always expanding our staff and searching
the world for writers and photographers. If you
have something to offer, please don’t hesitate to e-
mail us at AdvDvrMag@aol.com.

Happy Diving!

Best Regards,
Curt, Linda and Savannah Bowen
Publisher, Co-Publisher and Master Diaper
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Megalodon rebreather on
Grand Cayman’s north wall.

Dive site: Gel’s Delight, depth
photo taken, 260 feet.

Photo by:
Jim Kozmik (left)
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ADM Publisher Curt Bowen looked at me and grinned as he stood on the stern
platform of the San Juan Diver. Moments later he entered the cold green water that
lapped up against the massive stone wall towering above us. Pausing only a few

moments before descending, he hollered to ADM videographer, Rusty Farst, to “stop being
a pansy-ass” and jump in.

Quickly, the three of us slowly descended down the steep wall that continued underwa-
ter into the rich, green depths. I could dimly hear the sound of the San Juan Diver’s engines
receding as my friend, Ron Kenny, of Island Dive and Water Sports, backed his boat away
from the drop off to await our return. Completely enshrouded in huge, billowy white and
orange plumose anemones, the giant wall seemed to resemble a dense wad of cotton balls
interspersed periodically with bright swaths of color. Grinning into my regulator mouth-
piece, I watched as both Curt and Rusty had their first experience of Northwest wall diving
in the cold waters of Washington’s San Juan Islands. As they darted to and fro amongst the
anemones, finding creatures that must have seemed alien to them coming from their warm
water home in Florida, I could tell that they were having the time of their lives even as the
cold gnawed at their bones through their dry suits.

I, however, was searching for something in particular – something seldom seen even by
Northwest divers that would really get these two Floridians to pause and take notice. Using
my light, I briefly scanned the side of each rocky ledge that I encountered, hoping that the
beam would help me to pinpoint my intended quarry. About 15 minutes into the dive, I
found what I was seeking and began to position myself to take some shots once Rusty and
Curt arrived on the scene.

Rusty arrived first and would have missed my find entirely had I not shined my light
directly at it. With a start, he jerked back in surprise, eyes wide in his mask. Within seconds
the video professional within him took over and he began to immortalize the scene from

ADM Publisher Curt
Bowen eases a large
Puget Sound King Crab
from its perch amongst a
cluster of giant Plumose
Anemones. Note the
human-like molars within
the right claw that are
used for crushing as
described in the text.
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various angles, his system lighting up the immediate area like a Hollywood
set. I floated behind him or to the side, snapping still photos as Rusty went
about his business.

As dense as he can be sometimes, eventually even Curt noticed that his two
staffers were paying a LOT of attention to a very specific portion of the wall.
With a couple of kicks he approached from the side so as not to disturb Rusty’s
filming, confusion written all over his face over what we were watching. I well
remember Curt’s reaction when it first dawned on him what exactly we had
found. He began to ease his faceplate past the anemones and in toward the
subject. With a start he bent backwards as he realized that his face had been
within inches of the claws of the largest crab he had ever seen – a gigantic
Puget Sound King Crab, which is an unusual find even in the Pacific Northwest.

For the next 15 minutes or so the two of them examined or filmed the crab
from every angle. Once Curt realized how slow the crab was, he gently lifted it
from its perch on the wall, turning it this way and that so as to see every aspect
of it while avoiding the all-too-obvious claws. I could tell that they were literally
bursting with questions, but they would have to wait until we were all back on
the boat. Later, as we continued the rest of the dive, it occurred to me that I
really didn’t have very many answers for them regarding this species. I made a
vow before I even hit the surface to find out more about this creature.

Puget Sound King Crabs, Lopholithodes mandtii, are members of the
Anomura group. One manner in which this particular group of crustaceans can
be readily identified is that they have a pair of antennae outside the eyes that
they use to recognize and communicate with other individuals within their
species. Additionally, members of the Anomura group appear to have only three

A diver extends a Puget Sound
King Crab from an opposite angle.
Note the left claw, which is
significantly different from the
right and is used for different
functions.
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pairs of walking legs. This is deceptive, however, in that
the fourth pair of legs in fact does exist but is usually
not readily visible. In the case of L. mandtii, the fourth
pair of legs is inside the large carapace shell and will not
be visible to divers. For those used to the “usual”
appearance of other Pacific Northwest crab species,
such as the Dungeness, with four pair of walking legs,
Puget Sound King Crabs will look highly unusual –
almost “lop-sided” – due to this “missing” pair of legs
that are usually so prominent in most other crab species.

Puget Sound King Crabs belong to the Lithodidae
family. Millions of years ago this family originally evolved
from hermit crabs, (the Paguridae family), and have since
been described as “hermit crabs that have abandoned
the practice of carrying shells”. In fact, the larval stages
of Lithodidae appear virtually identical to those of
hermit crabs and many aspects of the adult shape bear a
resemblance to their hermit crab ancestors. More
species of Lithodidae crabs are found in the Northern
Pacific than in any other location on Earth, leading many
researchers to make the conclusion that the family
initially evolved in this cold, vast region.

Like hermit crabs Lithodidae such as Puget Sound
King Crabs are right-handed, the right claw being far
larger than the left. The claws of
Lopholithodes mandtii are fascinating to
examine, each of the two designed for a
different and specific function. The left
claw is noticeably smaller than the right
and appears to be almost spoon-like. It can
close tightly without gaps and is used by
the crab for tasks involving “finesse” and
detail work, such as scraping.

The huge right claw, however, is another matter
entirely. It is designed for crushing the hard shells of its
prey. (Recently, I located an adult Puget Sound King
Crab in the San Juan Islands of Washington by following
the sound of it crushing and crunching large Goose
Barnacles!) The right claw has what almost appear to be
human molars on the top and bottom (See opening
photo.) that perform the same function that our molars
do – crushing and grinding. As a diver, one look is quite
enough to convince you that your fingers belong
nowhere near this right claw! As I mentioned above, this
huge claw is particularly useful in crushing prey items
such as barnacles and sea urchins, (which I have also
seen being “crunched” apart on another occasion), but
apparently Sea Stars are the Puget Sound King Crab’s
primary food, the giant Sunflower Star, Pycnopodia
helianthoides, being a particular culinary favorite.

Primarily a deep-water animal, the Puget
Sound King Crab prefers to dwell in rocky
habitat in areas of strong current. Areas such
as the San Juan Islands, the Strait of Juan
de Fuca, and the rocky coasts of
Washington and British Columbia fit
this need perfectly and in these

A series of overlaid photographs of
juvenile Puget Sound King Crabs,

ranging from a defensive “box-like”
position at far left to rapid

movement on the right. Each of
these crabs are no more than 2 to 3

inches across and still have the bright
orange color for their age.
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locations the giant crabs can commonly be found and
photographed by those divers with an understanding of
what to look for. They can often be found clinging to
vertical walls or perched on top of small ledges, similar
to those ledges favored by bottom fishes such as
Cabezon or Red Irish Lord. Just imagine the type of
places where your housecat would like to “hang out” at
home (on top of the refrigerator, on bookshelves, on top
of the couch, etc.) and you have a pretty good concept
of where a typical Puget Sound King Crab hangs out –
except underwater!

The colors of a Puget Sound King Crab are stunning
– there’s virtually no other word for it. As juveniles they
are monochromatic – a solid bright orange that at first
thought would seem to make them easy to spot. How-
ever, many invertebrate animals in the Pacific Northwest

are the same brilliant orange - sponges, anemones, cup
corals, tunicates and gorgonians, to name a few – so
being orange is actually a fairly decent means of hiding
while being in plain sight! Often a direct beam from a
diver’s light is the only means of spotting one of these
beautiful creatures.

Juveniles also have several “cone-like” peaks on
their carapace that appear quite remarkable and signifi-
cantly fade with the onset of adulthood. Once a juvenile
reaches approximately two inches or more across the
carapace they will begin to assume the color scheme of
an adult crab – a gorgeous array of yellows, oranges,
reds, purples and blues. Between molts silt and brown-
ish algae will collect on the shell, assisting in masking
the rainbow of colors until struck by the gleam of a
diver’s light. Divers wanting to find these huge and
colorful crabs can usually do so by searching ledges,
rocky wall faces and the tops of boulders with their dive
lights. Such artificial light will almost seem to make them
“leap out” at you, as the crabs will blend in completely
with their surroundings without it. Even when actively
searching for them, the moment of discovery can often
come as a complete surprise. The giant crab might
almost seem to appear right before your eyes, as if it
were part of a magician’s trick. That’s not bad for a crab
whose carapace can be as much as 12 inches across!
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ISLAND DIVE
& WATER SPORTS

FRIDAY HARBOR
SAN JUAN ISLAND

Ph: 800•303•8386
www.divesanjuan.com

Experience the unmatched beauty both above and below the
waters of the Pacific Northwest. Friday Harbor offers
unforgettable diving of the highest caliber, along with
luxurious accommodations and an old world charm. Large
marine mammals, giant anemones are nestled within a
rainbow of colored sea life.

Puget Sound King Crabs are migratory, moving from
deep water (100 FSW +) to shallow water  (30 – 50 FSW)
and then returning to deeper water again during the
year. This migratory cycle begins in early winter as the
crabs move up from the depths as part of their molting
and mating cycles. This is usually regarded as the best
time of year for divers to find them due to the fact that
during this time frame they are within recreational depths.
As with most crabs, Lopholithodes mandtii can mate only
after the female has molted. In the days and weeks prior to
molting, it is not uncommon to find clusters of these crabs
perched on top of boulders or on larger ledges. The
clusters usually include a female on the verge of molting
with several males waiting for the “blessed event” and
hoping to get lucky! It thus pays for a diver finding one
crab to scan his or her light around, as there will generally
be more within the immediate vicinity.

When a Puget Sound King Crab molts it will shed
everything right down to the tiniest hair on the smallest tip
of its exoskeleton. Molts will look almost exactly like living
crabs and are often mistaken for such. If a diver is fortu-
nate enough to find a new molt, a quick glance around will
often reveal the living crab nearby and all decked out in its
new finery. Again, if the molt happens to be a female,
several males will also probably be in the immediate
vicinity. Few things in nature are as beautiful as a Puget
Sound King Crab immediately after molting – fluorescent
orange, red and yellow bedazzled with spots of glowing
blue sapphire. I will always cherish the memory of the first
one I ever saw as a new diver over two decades ago in the
San Juan Islands.

Shortly after mating the females will once again depart
for deeper water, usually in May or early June. Male crabs
and juveniles will continue to remain in shallower waters
and will ultimately molt during the summer months.

Eventually they, too, will head for deeper waters in the
early autumn. The females will then carry up to 186,000
eggs for a full year, with hatching of the eggs occurring
over a 12 to 14 day period the following spring. The larvae
will then spend about two months in the plankton before
settling to the bottom, where they will spend the remain-
der of their lives. Relatively little is known regarding the
life span of the Puget Sound King Crab, although the
assumption is that they are extremely long-lived as
maturity is only reached after seven years or more.

Since so little is known about this species and it is so
rarely sighted, accurate population estimates quite simply
do not exist. This lack of information, coupled with the
extremely long time span necessary to reach maturity, led
the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife to classify
Puget Sound King Crab as a fully protected species several
years ago. Because Lopholithodes mandtii is not a commer-
cially valuable species, funding has not proven to be readily
available for thorough studies of this animal and very little
more than what I have cited above is currently known.
Perhaps in the future new opportunities will become
available for further study of this remarkable, and incredibly
beautiful, animal. Until then, I will continue to happily spend
my time in the islands scanning walls and rocky ledges with
my lights and camera – always ready for another chance
meeting with the “King of the Emerald Sea”.

Special thanks to Dr. Gregory C. Jensen of the
University of Washington School of Fisheries for his kind
assistance in providing me with information for this
article. Gratitude is also due to Jeff Christiansen of the
Seattle Aquarium for his time spent answering my
endless questions and for exchanging tall tales of
searching ledges in the San Juans. Much of what is good
in this article is because of these two gentlemen and
their willingness to help.
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Recognized globally for his exciting underwater images, Tony Karacsonyi is
well known as a great marine and nature photographer. Living near Ulladulla,
Australia, on the New South Wales south coast, he credits the Pacific Ocean

with providing him plenty of inspiration.

“One of the reasons I enjoy living where I do is because we have access to the
open sea. I love the changing patterns of marine life, such as when the giant
Australian cuttlefish mate in early winter, when the port jackson sharks arrive in
winter and the sprinkling of tropical species we see in summer. Of course, I love
the humpback whales during winter, too,” Tony attests.
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In 1998, he was awarded the
prestigious Australian Geo-
graphic Photographer of the
Year for photography of giant
cuttlefish. He also won several
international awards, including a
runner up position in the Wildlife
Photographer of the Year award
in 1996. This award was for an
“other worldly” macro shot of a
little known red amphipod called
Amaryllis. Scientists hadn’t yet
given it a species name. Another
award was for a shot of a red
Indian fish he took at Jervis Bay.

“I am always inspired by the
work of other marine photogra-
phers,” says Tony. “There are so
many excellent photographers
today and underwater photo-
graphic equipment has advanced
immensely. When I first started,
we all used Nikonos cameras,
and to own a housed system, like
an Aquatica, was the absolute
‘bees knees’ of photography. A
few years later, I moved into
housed systems; but in retro-
spect, we managed some of our
best wide angle shots with the
Nikonos.”

Marine photography has
taken Tony to some of the
world’s great underwater places
such as Papua New Guinea’s
Siassi, Trobriand and
D’Entrecasteaux Islands, the
Maldives, the Great Barrier
Reef, the Ningaloo Reefs and
the Coral Sea.

“Some of the best diving I
have done is on the Flinders
Reefs in Australia’s Coral Sea and
in Papua New Guinea,” notes
Tony. “I have, however, by no
means done it all and would love
to explore places like Tahiti,
Indonesia and the Solomons.
Every dive is a new experience
for me.”

He continues, “Kavieng,
Papua New Guinea, was wonder-
ful because of the sheer variety
of marine life. We would jump
over the side in five meters of
water and see anemonefish and
fire gobies. Then, five meters
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away, we would see gray reef sharks,
eagle rays and green turtles. It’s an
amazing area for diving.”

His most recent expeditions have
been to the Ningaloo Reefs in
Western Australia.

He reflects, “We were very lucky
to see whale sharks at the Ningaloo
Reefs in July this year, and I was
amazed at the great diversity of indo-
pacific species. We even saw indo-
pacific humpback dolphins, which
look quite different to the bottlenose
dolphins we see on the East coast.
There were many green turtles, too.”

Other trips have included those to
Labuan in Sabah. “The shipwreck
diving there was very good, and we
saw a large purple mottley
frogfish on the Blue Water
Wreck. It looked at me as if
to say, “You’re out of film
and bottom time, so come
back later.”

Tony’s aims are to keep
traveling and photographing,
but he also has larger goals
— to help with marine
conservation. “Our coral
reefs need help fast. The
reefs of South East Asia are
being destroyed at an
alarming rate. I want to do
what I can to raise awareness
and help preserve these
amazing places.”
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Stretching from the east corner of Lake Ontario and
continuing east to the Atlantic Ocean lies a
meandering body of water known as the Saint

Lawrence River. This beautiful, bolder-bordered, aquatic
artery is approximately 400 miles long and shares its
magnificent, tree-lined banks with the United States and
Canada. Its nutrient-rich water supply teems with all
sorts of interesting life above and below its waterline.
When the earliest settlers made their laborious journey
on foot from connecting land bridges linking Asia some
10,000 years ago, it was this flowing stretch of water
that sustained life, just as it does to this very day.

Throughout its time-honored existence, the St.
Lawrence River has been used as a primary route of
travel. Scores of men and their vessels have ventured its
path while in the pursuit of life and liberty. Watercraft
fashioned from wood and steel carried cargo of people
and boundless other resources that usually found their
way both inland and beyond. However, these vessels
would occasionally fall prey to attacks, fire, collision and
just bad luck that would ultimately force them to the
rocky bottom of the river.

By Jeff Barris

Today, accidents are extremely rare. This is due to
state-of-the-art marine electronics and the river’s
advanced navigational aids that provide charted routes
for all sorts of modern craft including pleasure boats,
ferries, sight-seeing boats, and the gigantic Great Lakes
freighters that dwarf everything in their path.

In addition to the phenomenal fishing and topside
water recreation found throughout the entire region,
scuba divers now join the ranks of regular river users by
breaching its placid surface to explore the beauty that
lies within its crystal clear waters.

The Journey Begins

For the past several years I’ve often wondered
about the immense collection of wooden and steel
wrecks that can be explored throughout the entire
stretch of the St Lawrence. I finally figured out that one
of the best ways to possibly visit some of these well-
preserved wrecks would be from the deck of a
liveaboard. What a great way to meet new friends while
witnessing both the topside and underwater worlds all in
one shot, I brilliantly surmised. So, I immediately phoned
my partner in crime, Ed Braun, and asked if he was up
for a little river diving.
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The next day Ed showed up in my driveway – his
Dodge stuffed to the gill plates with more dive gear
than anyone could possibly imagine and was ready to
go. Our destination was due north about six hours to the
river-hugging town of Clayton, New York. There we
would meet up with Captains Gary Kulisek and Tim “The
Z Man” Zilkowsky of Alp Maritime Oddessy for an
exciting weekend of St. Lawrence River wreck diving
from aboard one of their liveaboards, the Maryann.

“This is definitely not the kind of boat we are accus-
tomed to diving from,” we ex-
claimed!

But after a few analyzing
moments, we started to see the
likes of a well-suited diving vessel
taking shape right before our very
eyes. The aluminum-hulled diving
vessel appeared to be quite self-
sufficient and very stable, measuring
41 feet in length with the unique
“river queen” design that could
easily provide ample room for
several divers. Once aboard we
noted the standard creature com-
forts such as separate sleeping
quarters, a fully equipped galley,
marine head, shower and a quaint
little dining area for enjoying those
relaxing home-cooked meals that
Captain Tim painstakingly prepares
for his guests every day. Exiting
back out on deck, we spotted
additional places to relax.

“This is a perfect place to soak up a
few rays or a few beers,” I quietly
deduced.

Topside we found a neat little
lounge area with a full tent/screen
enclosure that appeared to trans-
form into a really keen outdoor
sleeping area that reminded me of a
waterborne campsite, adding a
realistic and rustic flare to the whole
“on the water” adventure. The only
thing missing was the fire ring and
the marshmallows. Now keep in
mind: she’s not your typical luxury
yacht with warm, fluffy towels or
little expensive mints on the pillows,
but a well-suited diving conveyance
for this type of location and brand
of exploration.

Underway At Last

We set sail at sun up and slowly
steamed north through a labyrinth
of wonderful, age-old geological

and woodland settings. The mouth-watering aroma of
freshly prepared hot cakes and coffee permeated the
entire cabin, quickly tempting the old taste buds. Our
vessel’s finely tuned engines quietly hummed a wordless
tune as they eased our floating home effortlessly along
its watery way.

The river’s surface on this day was mirror like and
without a single ripple. Amazing, crystal-clear water
below us gingerly cradled our hull like a proud mother
with her newborn child in hand. Numerous visions of

sensational flora and fauna began
to slowly etch one of many
memories into our minds. As Ed
and I sipped our coffee and
chatted with the others who
obviously shared the same love of
the underwater realm, it was easy
to see why we all had come.

In the still water ahead, we
spotted the indigenous, water-
borne loon as it darted from either
side of our bow. It loudly uttered a
distinct call while scanning below
the surface for its food. A myriad
of lush panoramic views abounded
from every possible angle, per-
fectly positioned below a bright
blue sky and capturing our undi-
vided attention and flooding our
senses with a truly remarkable
display of unspeakable natural
beauty. A soothing sense of calm
slowly settled in, and we contin-
ued to further slip into a deeper,
relaxed state of mind.

Ahead the river slightly nar-
rowed and then gradually wid-
ened. A large stone castle loomed
skyward in the distance. As we
continued on, this picture-perfect
landscape repeated itself over and
over again. In some spots the dry
land between Canada and The
United States was very narrow and
only a mere stones throw apart.
We noted numerous secluded
coves and many small rock islands
that continued to dot the land-
scape as far as the eye could see.
Some islands were handsomely
clad in lush green foliage, inhab-
ited by a few local waterfowl.
Others had small homes perched
upon them with only a few feet
separating them from the water’s
edge, giving true meaning to the
phrase ”water front property”.
Exploring The River
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Throughout the weekend we visited several incredible wreck sites, diving them
hard and frequently. We spent most of our waking hours underwater, happily
exploring some superbly preserved shipwrecks in their fresh water tombs. All types
of fresh water fish inhabited their resting hulks, like a small army of soldiers protect-
ing a stronghold. Smallmouth bass, walleye and barracuda like northern pike were
the dominant species most seen by our group.

                                          The Wrecks

Keystorm Wreck

Several miles north up the river just south of Mallorytown, near a little island
named Outer scow is where you’ll find the wreck of the Keystorm. She was built in
England around 1910 and struck a rocky shoal, sinking in 120 feet of fresh water. Her
2,300-ton steel hull is 256 in length and now lies on her starboard side with her bow at
30 feet and her prop at 120. Her large cargo holds are open and easy to enter.
Visibility on her rarely drops below 50 feet on this fully intact premier wrecks that is
visited by both Canadian and American divers.

Wreck of the American

The wreck of the American is located just off of Mallorytown in Canadian waters
that are just inside the border off the southwest side of Singer Castle Island. The
wreck lies upside down in 90 feet of water. Its demise stems from a dynamite
accident, which completely flipped the barge on its head. Its huge flat steel hull is
now held several feet off the river bottom by four bracing posts that hold the barge
suspended off the river bottom. The posts were used while the barge performed its
demolition tasks, thus supporting the entire wreck. Visibility is normally around 50
feet with a slight current. When exploring the wreck one can slip underneath to
inspect its inverted main decking. Divers will encounter large northern pike and
walleye, along with a few pudgy small mouth bass during their visit to this site.

Wreck of the Kingshorn

This wreck is a beautiful, early, wooden-hulled Barque that was only discovered
a few years ago right in front of the Rockport dive center. It sits upright with its
holds ready to enter. Visibility here is normally over 40 feet with plenty of
ambient light. Inside the wreck her holds are cavernous and easy to explore. Also
inside and looking like a sacrificial alter is her stove, which is adorned in all sorts
of non-period dishes, bottles and other oddities that visiting divers have place
upon its rusting surface for kicks. The entire wreck, inside and out can be ex-
plored easily in one dive.

www.technicaldivingops.com
www.Oddessydivecenter.com
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By Tamara Thomsen

As go most of my stories about cave diving in the Ozarks, we
were sitting around filling our tanks following a day of diving.
This time we happened to be outside the Star Motel, one of the

finer places to stay in Waynesville, Missouri.  It was May of 2000. The
air was filled by the lawnmower-like hum of the portable Bauer com-
pressor, as we paged through a Gazetteer, trying to figure out the best
roads to take to check out the next spring on our wish list.

Keith Meverden had just emerged from the hotel room following a
hot shower, in which the steam had started the fire alarm screaming
and the night manager running to see what exactly we had blown up.
We explained to him that we were cave divers as he curiously gazed at
the stack of gear and plastic boxes piled in the corner of the room.
Interested to find out more, he sat down to join us for a beverage by
the compressor. As we spun stories of springs we knew and springs we
wanted to dive, we asked the manager if he knew of any other springs
in the area. He directed us to a Christian campground just up the road
from some hunting land that he owned outside of Dixon, Missouri, and
directly across the Gasconade River from an upwelling called Boiling
Spring. He knew that divers had been in there before, but it had been
some time back. We filled the last tank, switched the last battery pack
on the charger, and set our sights the next day for Boiling Spring on
the Gasconade.
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General Information

Boiling Spring is the largest spring in the Gasconade
River basin with an average daily outflow of 42 million
gallons of water per day, creating a pronounced surface
boil. The boil height is dependent upon the rate of
discharge and the height of the river. Visibility ranges
from 10 feet to 50 feet, depending on strength of flow
and relation to periods of rain.

Varieties of bass and trout winter in the spring and
have been observed as far back as 600 feet of penetra-
tion. The quantity of fish in the spring has a definite
impact on visibility. In the winter when the fish seek out
the warmth of the spring waters, upon seeing divers in
their domain, startled fish stir up the fine sediment on
the floor of the passage. Blind crayfish have been
observed in all reaches of the cave.

Boiling Spring is amongst a wealth of karst features.
Within a one-mile radius of the spring are 12 caves. On
the bluff above the spring is the commercial Onyx
Mountain Cave containing in excess of two miles of
explored passage. Dye tracings have connected several
sinkholes in the area to the spring. The largest, Slaugh-
ter Sink and Conical Sink, collect water during periods of
heavy rain and form transitory lakes. The cave lies in
Gasconade Dolomite where beautifully colored rocks fill
the passage in warm hues of cream, orange, brown and
black.

The water in Boiling Spring has a year-round tem-
perature of 58 degrees. Heavy drysuits with argon
inflation systems and thick undergarments, gloves and
hoods are necessary for diving. The use of sidemount
configuration is most suited to the cave and lessens
impact on the soft walls, ceilings and formations and
helps to facilitate passage through the many tight
restrictions. Although the spring rises in the Gasconade
River, land access is private.
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The Original Explorers

On September 2, 1990, a small group of Missouri’s
most prolific spring explorers submerged in a small cove
off of the Gasconade River into the outflowing water of
Boiling Spring. The group consisting of Dave Porter, Kurt
Olson, Bob Kelly and Mike Heusack spent the day
moving rocks to enlarge the spring orifice so that entry
could be made. Dave Porter was the first to enter the
spring with side mounted 80 cu. ft. tanks followed by Kurt
Olson and Mike Heusack. Mike stayed in the entrance
area while Dave and Kurt penetrated 200 feet along a
joint in the ceiling with a maximum depth of 40 ft.

The next day Dave Porter and Kurt Olson returned
with Roger Gleidt. The entrance was enlarged further
and the team penetrated just over 300 feet to a second
major restriction at a depth of 90 feet. They explored
the area, but failed to get through the restriction.

Dave Porter and Kurt Olson returned again later in
September for one more push attempt.  They explored
the western wall and were able to get through the
restriction to find a low and silty passage continuing on
at 90 feet of depth.   Beyond the restriction, approxi-
mately 400 feet of new line was added.

Exploration did not continue until September 1995
when Dave and Roger entered with 120 cu. ft. tanks and
stage bottles. Dave left a blue ‘Porter’ line arrow at the
old tie off point and added another 300 feet of new line.
Passage was explored to an approximate penetration of
1,000 feet and a maximum depth of 124 feet.

BSG Survey Project

Rambling down the winding county highway to the
Christian campground, my dive buddies and I decided to
first swim the Gasconade River to check out the en-
trance to see what sort of gear would be needed. This

meandering river had brisk current and fishing boats
parading up and down. This was going to eight feet of
water, but small and narrow in size and gushing a cannon
of water straight up, creating a boil standing eight
inches off the surface above the surrounding water. This
also was going to be challenging.

Receiving strange looks from the local fishermen
and the campers, Mike Nelson and I clawed hand over
hand through the small restriction at the entrance and
into the expansive cavern. (It was no easy task!) Regula-
tor hoses vibrated and second stages purged as we
pulled ourselves against the current. Each diver was spit
out a couple of times until it was figured out that if one
particular rock could just be grabbed with your finger-
tips at the same time, you could get a foot against the
ceiling and then you were as good as inside the en-
trance. The guideline was spotted immediately, leading
us several hundred feet along the jointed ceiling. The
cave then turned and headed down a funneling pit to 90
feet in depth. At the bottom of the pit, the line ended
along the left wall and we eyed another major restriction
with equally powerful water flow as the entrance.

In November of 2000, Micki Nelson and I returned
to the spring with side mounted 80 cu. ft. tanks. This
time the second restriction was examined further and a
green towrope was spotted barely protruding through
the restriction. It appeared that Dave Porter’s handiwork
was still useful for assisting exploration. Dave’s team
had hammered a metal stake into the ground just
beyond the restriction and tied to it a length of climber’s
webbing. We found Dave Porter’s blue line arrow 700
feet from the entrance and followed the line to the final
tie off nearly 1000 feet inside. The next day 350 feet of
new line was added.

Micki called Dave that night to find out details of his
exploration, and to see if we could have access to any
survey work or a map. Dave admitted that at the time
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his group was ‘into scooping booty,’ and taking time to survey
was something that they were ‘just not into’.  It seemed that
we had found a good match. We just happened to be into
surveying and cartography, and exploration came because of
it. Dave agreed to share what information that he had on this
and other springs, and we agreed to share our maps.

In December 2000, Marvin Zaske and Jerry Ebert joined
Micki and myself. The group strung out a second guideline
(knotted every 10 feet) alongside the original 1000 feet of line
laid by Dave Porter and the survey process began. At unique
features or changes in direction or depth, survey stations were
placed along the guideline. The “A” Survey and ”B” Survey
were conducted simultaneously by separate teams. The “A”
Survey was conducted between the entrance restriction and
the second restriction with 13 survey stations. Within the “B”
Survey 17 survey stations were set up between the second
restriction and the area including the new exploration beyond
Dave’s Hill. Readings of azimuth, depth at floor and distance
were taken at the survey stations.

With the increasing distances traveled within the system
and dependence on staged cylinders, the use of a canoe to
traverse the river became necessary. Often times, we would
transport tanks across the river and lay them out on the shore
before suiting up for the dive.  From November 2001 through
August 2002, the team consisting of Ethan Brodsky, Micki
Nelson, Keith Meverden, Marvin Zaske and I worked again at
increasing the size of the entrance and added to the “A”
Survey, taking left, right, up and down distance with tape
measurements. In addition to these measurements, cross
sections were drawn at areas of interest and detail was added
to the floor and ceiling of the existing map.

The “C” Survey was initiated as a spot check of the “B”
Survey to ensure its accuracy.  Left, right, up and down,
distances were taken with tape measurements and detail of
the floor and ceiling was noted at and between survey
stations.  Ten survey stations made up the “C” Survey.
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In November 2002, Richard
Dreher and Eric Parker Andersen joined
Micki Nelson, Marvin Zaske and me.
Richard and Eric began work on another
chapter of their documentary film. The produc-
tion, tentatively called Dark Passages: The Cave
Divers, is a feature length documentary focusing on cave
diving, and more specifically, the varied and fascinating
people who cave dive.

The production has focused on the caves of Florida
primarily but will include side-mount diving in Missouri,
no-mount diving in Wisconsin, Piquette Mine, caves in
the Yucatan and caves in central Brazil.

Eric who owns SEVENTHREE PRODUCTIONS, a
Minneapolis-based film company, with Richard Dreher
spent six days documenting every aspect of the BSG
dive operation. From day break at Feakes’ Peak (the
team’s base camp), daily set up, task assignments, and
walk through at Boiling Spring Campground, to actual
underwater activities and long evenings of mixing gases,
all was laid down on film which culminated in the push
effort at the end of the week.  (The film project is still
months from being finished, but to see an advanced
preview go to www.scubadiveandtravel.com.

For the push, the group had previously installed
towropes at the entrance restriction and at the second
restriction to aid in pulling scooters into the cave. On
the day of the big push, Eric Parker Andersen was first
to enter the cavern and let the towrope out.  Next in
was Richard Dreher. Leaving his scooter tied off to the
line, Richard braved the current and handed in to Eric
the video housing and a goody bag containing the light
heads and the arms of the lighting system as the system,
when fully assembled, was larger than the orifice.
Finally, Richard pulled himself into the cavern and his

scooter in behind him. Eric busily began
assembling the camera’s arms and lights

while I tied off my scooter to the rope. Leaving
it floating horizontally in the current, I then

pulled myself hand over hand into the cavern and
Richard pulled the scooter in following close behind me.
I turned, and bracing myself against the current (so not
to get sucked out) began receiving bottles passed in
from Marvin Zaske through the rabbit hole (a small
opening off to one side of the entrance). Following five
previous days of work in the cave, the team pulled this
off like a well-oiled machine. In all, 310 feet of new line
was added to a maximum depth of 171 feet of water.

The Cave

The entrance to Boiling Spring is a narrow slit
opening 1.5 feet high by 15 feet wide. There is only one
possible body position angle to negotiate the boulders
and gain entrance to the cave.  The entrance begins in
eight feet of water on the river bottom and ends in 13
feet of water inside the cavern entrance. The cavern is
(comparatively) expansive stretching 57 feet at its widest
point. Visibility restricts the ability to completely see from
wall to wall across the cavern. Along the western and
northwestern portion of the cavern room, organic debris
can be found on the floor and roots come in from the
ceiling.  Following a joint in the ceiling, the cave
passage continues at a depth of 20 feet for 200 feet
of passage to the south-southwest and progresses
over several clay mounds.

Along the eastern wall the ceiling extends nearly to
the floor with only two feet of clearance from floor to
ceiling, forming a ledge, which cuts out and extends
over the line. Though the passage is 25 feet high, the
diver must remain near the floor where the passage
averages 30 feet wide. This could be seen as a line trap
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to a diver wearing doubles, if you could possibly get through
the entrance wearing double tanks! Through the middle of the
passage and nearer to the ceiling, the tunnel averages only
three feet wide.

At 200 feet of penetration, the floor begins to drop away
to the east. The joint keeps to the south-southwest beyond
this drop-off for another 83 feet and ends in a catacombed
area. Following the drop-off down and under two ridges to a
depth of 90 feet, the diver will encounter the second major
restriction.  This restriction allows the diver two feet of
clearance and continues restricted for 8.5 feet. An installed
towrope adds much assistance in negotiating the strong
outflow.

Beyond the restriction, the shape of the conduit changes
to classic phreatic tube averaging 35 feet wide by eight feet
high. The tunnel turns, continuing its progression to the south-
southwest while remaining at a depth of 90 feet.  At approxi-
mately 700 feet of penetration, the cave turns to the south-
southeast where along a crack in the ceiling three small domes
have worn away. The next 300 feet of passage roller coasters
between the 100 and 110-foot depth levels as it slides be-
neath two ceiling ridges.  At Dave’s Hill several large rocks
have fallen from a crack in the ceiling and the passage again
starts to drop in depth.

Over the next 450 feet of tunnel beyond Dave’s Hill, the
cave heads in a southerly direction. The sand bottom slopes
gradually over 220 feet of passage to a depth of 157 feet.
Here the diver must negotiate a tight ceiling ridge with 2 feet
of clearance. The cave quickly heads back up to a depth of
124 feet over the next 100 feet of passage and then drops
just as quickly again to a depth of 161 feet.

As the diver drops under the next ridge, he enters into a
room approximately 1400 feet from the entrance where
mineralization covers the walls and ceiling. Strange twisted
black and brown shapes project from the walls and hang from
the ceiling of this room. These formations are easily dislodged
so care must be taken. Even bubbles percolating against the
ceiling send slabs shattering to the floor.

The cave corrects to the south-southwest for the next 100
feet of passage where the tunnel comes back up to the 150-
foot depth level.  For the remaining 300 feet of the survey,
the passage turns back to the south and drops to a maximum
depth of 171 feet. Water flow remains strong throughout the
entire cave.

The Future

The group decided that the quality and detail of the
resulting survey was becoming inversely proportional to the
distance traveled into the system. After nearly two years in
the cave, the survey line and station markers were pulled,
leaving only Dave Porter’s original line and the line from
progressive exploration efforts behind.

Boiling Springs Up-date 2003

Advanced Diver Magazine diver’s Brett
Hemphill and Jon Bojar joined with Tamara
Thomson in August 2003 for another attempt to
push the cave. Even though the team experienced
several equipment problems they were able to
extend the cave another 500 feet.

We would like to thank Larry Helms, owner of
Boiling Spring Campground, for his hospitality.
Our completed map has been turned over to the
Ozark Highlands Grotto (NSS) in Springfield,
Missouri, for publication and to be filed with the
Missouri Speleological Survey.
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We realized that this might be the day about 8
a.m. on June 29, 2002. It had been just over
three-and-a-half years from project inception

and now we were ready. The boat was anchored directly
above the site; the dive station was in place and the
safety team was ready. The deep tech divers were also
ready. At approximately 10:20 a.m., a diverse team of
dedicated divers known as New Millennium Dive Expedi-
tions endeavored to accept the challenge and explore
the mysteries that have lived on the lake’s floor for more
than 60 years. Finally, a technical challenge that had
taken every bit of three-and-a-half years to plan, prac-
tice and organize was about to materialize.

Located 6,229 feet above sea level in the Sierra
Nevada Mountains, Lake Tahoe holds a challenging
adventure deep below the surface. Situated comfortably
more than 400 feet deep lies the shipwreck of the
Steamship Tahoe. Scuttled in 1940, the ship rests on a
30-degree slope. Her bow is at 365 feet and stern at 475
— all of which is protected by frigid 39-degree water.
She beckons the technical diving enthusiast to explore
her watery grave.

Prior to 1935, the only means to circumnavi-
gate Tahoe’s 72 miles of shoreline was via
boat. The lake’s maritime history began in
1864 with wooden steamships. The
evolution of time brought the
demand for the larger, modern-
ized and faster iron/steel
hulled vessels. The Meteor,
Emerald, Nevada and the
Tahoe were commis-
sioned to service
the Tahoe
Basin’s

By Martin McClellan

growing economy. The SS Tahoe, launched in 1896, was
170 feet long and carried mail, freight and passengers in
a most elegant manner. After the completion of the road
around the lake in 1935, the ships were no longer
economically viable. The Emerald was dry-docked,
dismantled and cut-up for salvage, but the three remain-
ing ships were towed out and given a proper burial in
the lake that they so faithfully served. The Meteor and
the Nevada were scuttled in the deepest reaches of the
lake. The Bliss family, the commissioners of these great
ships, had other plans for the Tahoe. On August 30,
1940, she was to be
scuttled in 100 feet.
However, due to not
having modern-

The SS Tahoe lies on Lake
Tahoe’s sloped mud

bottom. She sits upright
with her bow at 365 feet

and the stern at 475 feet.

Illustration
Curt Bowen
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day depth sounders, they scuttled her where they
thought it was 100 feet, but it was deeper than they
realized. Once the steel hull of the Tahoe hit the bottom,
it slid down the steep, silt-covered canyon to where it
presently rests.

The plan to visit the SS Tahoe, seemed, at the onset,
to be fairly standard; but in fact, for this quest it turned
out to be quite complex. Several issues needing solu-
tions would determine if a dive of this magnitude could
be done. They included finding and marking the site, the
special adjustments altitude would impose (specifically,
increased decompression), gas management, managing
of the mountain of equipment needed, hypoxia and pre-
dive off-gassing. This issue of finding and marking the
site was often misunderstood by outsiders who didn’t
understand its importance. Accomplishing a dive to
these depths gave the deep tech divers no time to drop
down and look. We needed to drop right onto the site
ready to explore, video and document the area. This
aspect of our planning that we termed “dive site
infrastructure” took more than a year of our time, four
boat charters, two “remote operated vehicle” opera-
tions, a specially-designed titanium hook and, last but
not least, about $7,500.

Our first attempts to mark the site failed as the
hooks were not sufficient and, being a non-profit outfit,
we ran out of funding that forced us to wait. During
the down time, a titanium hook was developed, funds
were raised and a second attempt was organized and
successfully accomplished. With the infrastructure in
place, the plan understood and developed, we pro-
ceeded with our quest.

In conjunction with all the planning was training and
knowledge development. Not only were we planning
and organizing this adventure, but we were also seeking
the advanced training trimix would require. We also
traveled and sought out complimentary training in caves;
an environment that would help us prepare for the
artificial overhead environment we were planning to
create. We exposed ourselves to different philosophies
of training. Some we respected, and some we did not.
What we grasped from this voyage was that without
mentors we would make mistakes in exponential fashion
that would ultimately alter our ability to develop convic-
tion. We then took all these revelations, brought them
back to “our house” to strategize and implement skill
sets, policies and procedures that would be most
efficient for our specific set of circumstances.  Then we
practiced and practiced some more. In so doing, we
slowly worked our way to the SS Tahoe via a number of
training activities that at times took on the face of
“successful failures” and at times, “successful suc-
cesses.”  But during each exercise we learned; learning
that took place exponentially. We began to believe that
deep technical divers could pioneer the unexplored. We
kept an open mind, smiled, kept our egoist tendencies
in our back pocket, worked compassionately and
respectfully with each other and finally on that day in
June of 2002, we realized our goal.

What we came to appreciate is that in order to dive
400 feet in Lake Tahoe, we had to make a tremendous
commitment to our diving in the form of equipment,
education and training. This commitment was expensive
and took tremendous time. It could not be rushed and,
in fact, when we did try to rush, that is when we encoun-
tered our successful failures. We found that rushing is
always wrong. Ultimately, the resulting mindset devel-
oped throughout all this provided us the confidence

Photo: The SS Tahoe
delivers mail, freight and

passengers on the mile
high Lake Tahoe.

Photo curtesy of the
State of Nevada

 Historical Society.
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needed with our equipment, skills and knowledge. This
confidence and commitment allowed us to gain the
necessary competence required of a dive team that
would push the edge of technical diving, but it also
provided us the understanding of how important it was
to consistently maintain a professional, responsible and
safe representa-
tion throughout.
To become
competent it
took this the 15-
member team
hours of practice,
training, personal
and financial
sacrifice, thought
and time to
thoroughly learn,
understand and
accept all the
fundamentals
involved in the
many differing
aspects of a
project of this
nature.

The execu-
tion of a 400-foot dive to the SS Tahoe began at about 4
a.m, as the commute from Reno, elevation 4,400 feet, to
South Lake Tahoe, elevation 6,230, took about one hour.
In addition, loading the charter boat, Prophet of Tahoe
Sportfishing, and reviewing all the loading checklists also
took about one hour, and by 6 – 6:30 a.m. we began
motoring out to the location of our marker buoy. At the
same time, the deep tech divers surface breathed oxygen
in order to compensate for the ascent in altitude prior to
the dive. Keep in mind that living in Reno and ascending
to Tahoe prior to a dive creates residual nitrogen equiva-
lent to a saturation dive to two feet.

Once the marker buoy was retrieved and the line
reeled in, a buoy was attached that floated at the
surface and the dive station was then set-up and the
boat anchored.  That took another two hours and it was
now between 8:30 and 9 a.m.  Furthermore, it was
important to keep in mind that the winds on Lake Tahoe
usually arrive around 1 p.m. to 2 p.m., so we did not
have much time to dally and knew we must get things
set-up and the deep tech divers prepared. The goal was
to have the deep tech divers descending before 10 a.m.

With the deep tech divers ready and a few last
minute checks complete, the Dive Equipment Coordina-
tor gave an “okay,” the Expedition Dive Coordinator gave
the final “okay” and the deep tech divers began their
seven minute descent. The first two minutes were held at
20 feet, breathing surface supplied oxygen (a ppO2 of
1.38 at Tahoe’s altitude) and then once final underwater
timer, bubble and ear checks were completed, they
switched to their back-gas and began their five-minute

New Millennium Dive Expeditions
www.diverssupport.com/sstahoe.htm

mmcclellan@diverssupport.com

Martin McClellan prepares for a dive on the SS Tahoe.

journey to the bow of the SS Tahoe to 350 feet (448 feet
sea level equivalent). Depending upon the dive, they
planned to spend anywhere from seven to nine minutes
on the bottom, approaching depths of 405 feet (519 feet
sea level equivalent). They then ascended into a two-and-
a-half to three-hour decompression profile utilizing two

slung deco
gasses, two
staged deco
gasses and
completing the
required stops at
20 and 15 feet on
surface supplied
oxygen.

When the
divers returned
to the surface,
supported
throughout the
dive by 13 dive
personnel and
two boat crew
members, the
dive site equip-
ment was taken
down and

loaded, anchors were pulled, the marker buoy was reset
and boat motors were put in. The boat then had to be
unloaded, vehicles loaded and equipment transported
back to Reno and unloaded. Time: 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Everyone was ready for a nap! It was a long day, but
highly rewarding and energizing! In about two weeks it
would all be done again.

Technical diving is developing in many different
venues. As intriguing and planning-intensive as ocean
wreck exploration or cave diving, exploration at altitude
also presents incredible adventure and challenge.
However, the common denominators of all are training,
knowledge and planning, which culminate in one word —
preparation. This preparation is only achievable through
commitment, confidence and competence.   Whether a
100-foot dive within no-stop limits or a 400-foot dive in
a lake over a mile high, planning dives with educated
thoroughness is crucial to their success and safe comple-
tion. The SS Tahoe Expedition took New Millennium
more than three years of planning in a highly flexible and
creative environment.  For an expedition to be success-
ful it must create its own personality based upon the
specific goals, objectives and risks as set forth by the
complexity of the dive. Utilizing teamwork and readi-
ness, created out of a commitment to do something no
one else has done, allowed us to meet our challenge
head on. The epiphany of all this…“The Journey has
been the Adventure.”
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“I have never seen a
more streamlined

sidemount harness”,
Tom Mount I.A.N.T.D.

By Curt Bowen

“I have never seen a
more streamlined

sidemount harness”,
Tom Mount I.A.N.T.D.
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Side Mounting...
The Armadillo Way!

Side mounting may never be the same
again with the new Armadillo rig. Thanks to
the research and dedication of Curt Bowen
and Brett Hemphill, the Armadillo is a
reality and now commercially available.

Side mount cave exploration is not a
new technique by any means. It has been
around for many years, but only since
1999 has it gained any type of recognition
as a viable method of exploration. Some
of the first side mount cave explorers
where Woody Jasper, Lamar Hires, Brain
Kakuk, and Wes Skiles. They pioneered
their own side mount rigs in their garages
and made them work. Continued modifica-
tions to these original rigs brought side
mounting into the more mainstream and
provided the ideas behind the Armadillo.

Side mount was originally developed
to allow the exploration of restrictive
underwater cave passage that was not
accessible by standard back mounted
cylinders. Side mount configurations
allowed the diver to maneuver through
much smaller passage by placing the
cylinders on the divers side, thus reducing
the overall girth of the diver. Side mount
rigs also allowed for the easy removal and
replacement of cylinders underwater,
enabling the hard-core cave explorer to
squeeze through even smaller restrictions
by removing one or both of the cylinders
and pushing the cylinder in front of them
through the restriction.

Cave explorer Brett Hemphill origi-
nated the Armadillo side mount rig.
Brett’s original idea was to develop a
single one-piece harness and keep it
simple and as clean as possible. The first
rig was designed and assembled in his
garage with weight belt webbing, grom-
mets, and stainless bolts and nuts.

Curt Bowen, cave explorer and
publisher of this magazine, had conducted
several expeditions to the Yucatan and was
in search of a simple dive harness that
would allow for the use of multiple size
cylinders, allow the explorer to wear
climbing equipment with the harness, and
also be flexible enough to wear while
walking several kilometers through the
thick jungle.

The Armadillo harness is
designed for ultimate
streamlining and simplicity.
A simple strap design
allows the unit to fit almost
any body size or shape.

The Armadillo
Harness was
designed for the
toughest diving
enviroments.

Constructed from
thick 1050 ballistic
nylon material with
double sewn
reinforced attach-
ments, the Arma-
dillo Harness
provides the diver
with the ultimate
low profile BCD and
harness built into
one unit. The
Armadillo contains
no extra bolts, nuts,
or large metal
plates but offers
the diver over 40
pounds of lift.

The main idea behind the
Armadillo harness is to
provide the diver with the
ultimate in equipment
streamlining. This type of
system prevents snags in
cave restrictions or while
exploring deep inside a
shipwreck.
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For two years, the Armadillo evolved.
Tested in multiple locations such as
Florida’s high-flow caves, Mexico’s
Cenotes, and the Exumas’ boiling blue
holes, the Armadillo performed to great
satisfaction.

The birth of the first commercially avail-
able Armadillo took shape in June 2003
by Advanced Diver Magazine contracting
Zeagle to produce the first Armadillo side
mount rig. After a month in manufactur-
ing, the Armadillo side mount rig made its
debut on July 25, 26, and 27 in its first
“Setting up and diving the Armadillo”
side mount class. Through the leadership
of Curt Bowen and Brett Hemphill, the
first Armadillo class was a huge success.
Dave Miner, Steve Straatsma, Rusty Farst,
Jakub Rehacek, Jon Bojar and Jitka
Hyniova were the Armadillo’s first victims.
Here’s what they thought...

Dave Miner: Bradenton, Florida
The Armadillo turned side mounting into
pleasurable diving. I dove side mount years
ago, but never got “truly” comfortable with
two heavy steel tanks hanging off my side,
metal plates digging into my hips, and a
general feeling of being unbalanced. The
Armadillo has changed that.

The Armadillo took time to configure and
set up, but once it was tweaked to my
body size, it preformed like a champ. The
Armadillo’s clean streamline profile and
comfortable fit has convinced me to
start side mounting again. There are a
vast amount of caves in north Florida
that can only be dived in a side mount
configuration, and you can bet that I’ll
be diving them.

Rusty Farst: Ft. Myers, Florida
My previous sidemont harness now seems
jerry rigged in comparison. Arranging my
video equipment to the Armadillo is
easier and faster, and things stay where I
put them, what a concept.  Even I found
myself ready to dive the same time as my
buddy, and that's unusual.  Does anyone
want a used sidemount harness, real
cheap?

Jakub Rehacek: Tampa, Florida
I have been following the development of
the Armadillo sidemount for some time
and I liked what I saw. I used one of the
prior prototypes on my rebreather. It
works great for wreck diving, but is
especially suitable for cave diving.

Cylinders are
attached to the rear
D-rings by the use
of an adjustable
cam strap. A
bungee system
pulls the cylinder
valve tightly into
the diver’s armpits
allowing the
cylinder to lie
horizontaly along
the diver’s sides.

By removing the cylinders from the diver’s back (back
mount setup) and placing them along the diver’s sides,
easy and quick access is allowed to all hoses and valves
during any part of a dive. Should a problem with a
regulator occur, many times it can be quickly evaluated,
fixed, or if necessary, turned off.

Should a total loss of one
regulator occur, the diver
could remove and switch
the whole regulator
from one cylinder
to the other
while
underwater.

Photo: Steve Straatsma
Illustrations: Curt BowenPg 32•  • Issue 15
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Many remote dive
locations do not offer

the use of back mounted
doubles. The Armadillo

harness allows the diver to
use any size single cylinders.

Photo:  Curt Bowen descends
over the wall in Grand

Cayman using two
independent aluminum 72s.

Armadillo sidemount combined with a Closed Circuit Rebreather (CCR) (photo
lower left) provides maximum redundancy possible, since it can be used with
any size bottles slung under the armpits. The gas in the sidemount bottles is
used only for bailout emergencies, or to hand off to a buddy in out-of-air
situation. Quick-connect fittings on sidemounted bottles provide an additional
gas source for the CCR in case of total gas loss from the on-board cylinders.

When I got my production model of the Armadillo, I was sure that it was
going to be my primary open circuit kit, as well. It is nicely streamlined and has
enough attachment points for stage bottles, scooters, and all necessary gear. I
even use it for single tank wreck diving (upper right) as it has slots for cam-
bands on the back of the bladder. Mounting and Steel 100 was no problem on
my previous dive trip to the Graveyard of the Atlantic in Moorehead City, NC.
The rig was well balanced and all gear was in familiar places, since it is config-
ured the same way as for cave diving. Only the bottle was on my back and a
small Aluminum 40 was under my left shoulder for bailout. Overall, it is a slick
piece of gear and my current favorite for all kinds of diving.

The Armadillo harness is currently available only through Advanced Diver
Magazine. The retail cost is $550 and includes the harness, LP inflator, and all
stainless hardware. Armadillo sidemount cave courses are also available through
designated cave instructors which you will find listed on ADM On-Line.

The Armadillo users manual is also located on ADM On-Line as a pdf acrobat file
and is downloadable at no charge.

www.AdvancedDiverMagazine.com
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It doesn’t happen very darn often, but every now and then I
manage to run into a product that is so perfect for what it’s
designed to do, so simple in its functionality, that I find myself
wondering why someone else hadn’t come up with the design
and built it earlier. I’d like to share with you a product that,
quite literally, had me excited before I even entered the water
with it—the 10W HID Sollys Canister Light system.

“Sollys” is Danish for “Sunshine”, and the name certainly
fits the bill. Now in its 4th generation, the Sollys is an ex-
tremely rugged yet ergonomic design that will meet the needs
of both recreational and technical divers worldwide in virtually
all conditions. The unit has currently been thoroughly tested to
320’/140 PSI with plans afoot for future testing to 500ft.

When first examining a Sollys, one is immediately struck by
its shape, which is almost torpedo-like. The canister itself is a
solid one piece molding, which completely eliminates any
problem with cracking or leaking at the base. It is molded from
Adiprene, an extremely rugged polymer that can take a huge
amount of abuse, (take it from me – I banged it up MOST
thoroughly with a steel 72 stage bottle in some nasty waves a
couple of weeks ago and didn’t even scratch it). No need for
extra after-market clamps and clips here  because the canister
itself has two mounting options molded right in – a 2-inch belt
loop for your harness webbing, or a pair of eyelets for mounting
to a BC. With a length of 9.5 inches and a diameter of 2.75

Sollys – An Innovative New Canister Light from
Terkel Dive Equipment

Product Review by ADM Staff WriterJohn Rawlings

inches, the Sollys canister fits swiftly and easily to your
webbing and is so unobtrusive that every now and then I catch
myself reaching for it just to reassure myself that it is still there!
The canister utilizes stainless steel locking latches to prevent
accidental opening of the lid during a dive. Another welcome
feature is the built-in switch guard, which also is fully molded
into the canister lid - leaving adequate room for neoprene-
covered fingers or dry gloves.

The light head is manufactured of Delrin, a tough and
heat-resistant metal substitute. The lens is manufactured of
hardened glass while the light source itself is the common and
readily obtainable 10W HID Solarc lamp. One of the things that
make the Sollys stand out from others on the market is the
reflector, which is 2-inches in diameter and dimpled. This
dimpling adds amazingly to the perceived light output under-
water as well as eliminating those annoying rings and blank
areas within the light beam.

Terkel Dive Equipment considers the expected bulb life to
be approximately 1,000 cycles if the unit is operated and
maintained properly. The light head itself has been designed so
that the beam is easily focused. Dual O-rings within the light
head make it highly unlikely that it will flood, even if the focus
range has been turned to the point that the reflector assembly
has separated from the threads – an excellent preventative
measure. The Sollys also comes equipped with a strong,
comfortable and easily attached snap on Goodman handle –
made of molded plastic to eliminate dissimilar metals problems.

The Sollys comes with a 4.5 AH battery pack as standard
equipment, although a 9 AH pack is also available. Expected
burn time for the 4.5 AH unit is 3-hours or better with the 9 AH
battery pack expected to have a burn time of 7-hours or better.

So…there you have it: robustly designed, rugged enough
for virtually all applications, simple and multiple mounting
options built in for individual and situational flexibility, an
advanced light-head designed for easy focusing and clear, even
illumination…have I left anything out? I think not.

Terkel Dive Equipment
Website: http://www.terkel.net

Email: info@terkel.net
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The conversation began simply enough……I had
telephoned Kim Johns, co-owner of USIA, a
company that manufactures a variety of dry-suits,

dry-bags and thermalwear located in St. Helens, Oregon.
We had been having a conversation about his products,
contracts that he has with the military, and our diving
experiences in the cold waters of the Pacific Northwest. Kim
is an absolutely colorful character with a capital “C” and I
had been having a great time just listening to all of his tall
tales. That’s when he dropped the bomb on me…….

“Why don’t you guys come on down and dive the
Oregon coast with me off my attack boat?!!!!”

Picking my jaw back up off the floor where it had
fallen, I took the bait……

My questions came fast and furious…….“Attack
boat? What attack boat? You have an attack boat? What
the heck does THAT mean? How’d you get it? Where is
it? Do you really take divers off it?!!!!!!”

Like the professional fisherman he is, Kim reeled me
in a little bit at a time until he ultimately had
me…..hook, line and sinker. He obviously enjoyed it
immensely.

Article and photos by John Rawlings

A couple of weeks later my buddy, John “Sparky”
Campbell, and I were driving south from Washington on
our way to Oregon for the boat ride of our lives. Every
now and then we’d look at each other and grin like a
couple of kids heading toward an amusement park. I
suppose that some folks might also say that we grinned
like fools…….

The Boat

Actually called a “Special Action Vessel” (“I used to
call ‘em Swift Attack Vessels, but only frickin’ Snake-
Eaters showed any interest in ‘em!”), or SAVs., the boats
are manufactured by USIA for their Public Safety and
Military Defense Divisions, (their current catalog would
match up well with a Tom Clancy novel!). The boats are
currently on the GSA registry for government purchasing
and have been sold to a variety of governments, both
foreign and within the United States. The current model
is made of aluminum and is a 30 footer, (“Actually, it’s 29
feet, 8 inches, but who’s gonna get out there with a
frickin’ tape measure?”). Powered by twin 225 hp
mercury outboards, the boats practically howl across the
water, with a top speed of 50 knots and a cruising speed
of 40 knots, (“The flatter the water, the faster we
go……get in, hang on, and get ready for the frickin’ ride
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of your life!”). Only extending a mere 5 inches below the water
line, the SAVs fly across the water like a flat skipping stone….only
one HECK of a lot faster!

Kim keeps a current model for his personal use and is currently
on the third generation of SAV. He has affectionately christened his
current boat, “The Black Rocket”, a name that is most assuredly
NOT far from the truth. She flies like a rocket and can turn on a
dime. In addition to USIA manufacturing, Kim operates USIA
Adventure Charters, an operation in which he takes fishermen 30
to 40 miles off the Oregon coast for halibut, salmon and tuna, and
divers to a variety of dive sites up and down the coast. Departure
is from a variety of Oregon ports, depending on conditions, with
the “Black Rocket” launching out of Newport, Tillamook Bay,
Depoe Bay, Nehalem Bay or Netarts Bay. “Sparky” and I were to
meet our host at his vacation home near Pacific City, where we
would launch on the Nestucca River and from which we would
enter the Pacific.

We found that we had miscalculated the time it would take for
the drive and had arrived early, so we settled down to wait. After a
while we heard a truck winding up the road through the woods and
our first glimpse of “The Rocket” was as it was trailered into the
yard past the corner of the house. I kept expecting to see the stern
but the darn thing kept coming and coming……big, mean, solid
and  black as coal……I found myself wondering if we were going to
dive the coast or invade it!  Following a few brief greetings, Kim
and his buddy, Dewey, began to hurriedly unload the boat and
clean her from bow to stern after a long day on the water with
fishing clients. Sparky and I found ourselves feeling like dead
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weight as they rushed here and there stowing gear and
grabbing the necessary tools and equipment. Kim’s
beautiful wife, (and active member of the “Rocket’s”
crew), Lyn, must’ve noticed our bewilderment, as she
temporarily halted her part of the mayhem and took
some time to get us situated and made us feel at
home…..boy, were we grateful!

That evening before turning in we were regaled with
tales of diving, fishing, and slamming through waves,
deep walls that dropped down into the abyss, clouds of
Black Rockfish and 50 pound Ling Cod the size of small
surf boards. All the while Kim was entertaining us with
his stories, Dewey just kept grinning……every now and
then he’d blurt out, “you guys have NO idea what’s
going to happen to you tomorrow!” Heading to bed that
night we again must’ve looked like a couple of boys on
the verge of an adventure.

The Trip

The next morning saw “the Rocket” rigged for
diving with our tanks and gear stowed solidly behind
nylon webbing and steel clamps, (“We can’t leave
anything loose ‘cuz it’ll fly around when we’re in mid-air
and frickin’ kill somebody!”). After seeing that, I double-
lashed my camera case under the seat so that it would
remain in place! Afterwards, Sparky and I received a
briefing on the safety features of the boat and what was
expected of us as passengers and clients…….all the
while Dewey hovered in the background grinning from
ear to ear and saying “you guys don’t have a CLUE
what’s about to happen to you!”. The seating on “the
Rocket” is interesting – you sit in single file much like
you are riding a motorcycle, gripping metal hand-holds
on either side of the seat in front of you. Dewey gave us
another clue of what was in store when he said, “when
you hear the engines really howl, make sure your butts
are flat on the seat and hang on, ‘cuz that’s a sure sign
that we’re in mid-air and we’ll be crashing down hard!”.
At the boat launch, Lyn slid the massive boat and trailer
into the water like she’d done it a thousand times,
(“Dude! She knows what she’s doin’…...not like some of
the other frickin’ clowns around here!”), and we were
instantly drifting out into the current.

With a loud roar the twin 225 Mercs fired up and the
“flight” down the river began, (I won’t call it a “cruise”
because we literally out-flew several birds!). Kim slewed
“The Rocket” to and fro across the river, avoiding sand
bars and obstructions not visible to the naked eye but of

which he was aware due to his knowledge of the river
and its mouth. Within minutes we were shooting across
the bar and plunging head-on into waves coursing in
from the Pacific. It didn’t take long for Dewey’s predic-
tion to come true. Crashing head-on into a massive
wave, the “Rocket” literally erupted out the other side
of the wave and I could hear the engines howl far louder
than I had thought possible. I braced myself back into
the seat, clamping my butt down hard, and gripped the
hand-holds with a white-knuckled death grip. Seconds
later we crashed down onto the foaming ocean’s surface
amidst a white explosion of spray that seemed to engulf
the boat as we began to crash through the next oncom-
ing wave. Howling with glee, Kim turned back to me and
hollered through the din, “See why I make everyone
wear dry suits?!!!!!” My grin back at him through the
dripping salt water was enormous and I could hear
Sparky immediately behind me hooting and hollering in
exhilaration.

Heading north, we cruised past the surfing beach at
Pacific City, all of the surfers on their boards freezing in
place and gawking at this loud and militaristic apparition
that had somehow roared into their midst. After a few
passes for onlookers waving from the beach, Kim spun
the boat to the northwest and we headed at full speed
toward Cape Lookout, which would be the dive site for
the day. As the “Rocket” danced across the waves
Dewey hollered to us that we were having it
easy……normally the water wasn’t this flat and
calm. While this was said in fun, there was a heavy
dose of truth to it – the Oregon coast can be an
unforgiving stretch of water and conditions are
seldom optimum. We WERE being smiled on this
day……there wasn’t a cloud in the sky and the wind
was non-existent, a highly unusual situation.

A trip to Cape Lookout, a long, heavily-wooded
peninsula jutting out into the Pacific, can take
hours in an “ordinary” boat…..but with the “Black
Rocket” the trip lasted only about 30 minutes or
so……. I can’t really even say HOW long exactly,
however, because I was FAR too exhilarated to
even glance at my watch! As we roared up to the
cape the echoes from the twin Mercs bounced off
the massive stone walls that towered over us and
seemed to reverberate around us like electricity in
the air. Within feet of the walls Kim shut down the
engines and the sound of waves crashing against
stone took the place of the roar of machinery. We
had arrived……
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The Diving

Unstrapping everything from where it had been secured within the “Black Rocket”,
we began to don our gear while Kim briefed us regarding the diving at Cape Lookout and
the procedures we would use to enter and exit the water. The Cape consists underwater
of one massively huge wall enshrouded with life nurtured by the tides and surf. The
creatures here are hardy, being subjected to harsh conditions and turbulence throughout
much of the year……the species found here being those that have readily adapted to
heavy currents and tidal action and yet have managed to thrive. While we had been
gearing up I had noticed several “Sea Nettles”, Chrysaora fuscescens, pulsating in the
water adjacent to the boat – they are a common jelly on the west coast with a very
unpleasant sting. Taking care to position our entry away from the jellies and sitting across
the “Rocket” from each other, Sparky and I did a quick check of our personal equipment
and gave Kim the thumbs up. He quickly took the boat close to the wall and the lapping
waves and, upon his signal, the two of us rolled backward over the side into the water. By
pre-arrangement Dewey quickly handed me my camera and the “Rocket” backed away
from the rocks to await our return.

With a quick nod to Sparky and receiving one in return, I hit my deflater valve and
sank into the turbulent green water of the cape, the surge moving me to and fro as I
descended. Even with the sound of the crashing waves underwater I could hear the roar
of the “Rocket’s” outboards as she relocated herself away from the wall. The waves
striking the rock face caused a cloud of bubbles to form at this level, reminding me of a
green bottle of 7-Up that had been shaken. Despite the poor visibility, I could see Sparky
off to my right side in a similar downward spiral through the murk. Creations of the wave
action, the bubbles disappeared as we hit approximately 20 feet in depth, but not the
particles dislodged from the wall due to the intense water activity. Visibility thus remained
at 10 feet or less until such time as we hit 40 feet and below, following the wall down-
ward. For much of the dive visibility hovered between 15 and 20 feet, improving with
depth. Similar to other Pacific Northwest sites that are current intensive, the wall at Cape
Lookout is literally enshrouded with colossal numbers of anemones of all sizes, shapes
and species. As in Puget Sound and British Columbia the dominant anemone is the huge
white Plumose Anemone, Metridium giganteum, although I also found large numbers of
the brilliant green Giant Green Anemone, Anthopleura xanthogrammica, gathered
together in clusters interspersed amongst the white, cotton-ball like Plumose anemones.
Several different species of sponges, each with its own identifying color or texture,
grandly covered the wall alongside hundreds of large Rock Scallops, Crassedoma
giganteum, their massive presence clearly indicating that this site is not often visited by
seafood-loving divers. Giant Acorn Barnacles, Balanus nubilus, are also present in their
thousands, their appendage clusters thrusting out into the current like tiny skeletal
fingers, gathering whatever food they can grasp back into their maw. All over the wall the
empty shells of these barnacles provide homes to hundreds of different animals as well as
providing great opportunities for macro photography.

Amongst this curtain of living color scurried a variety of crustaceans, among them
numerous species of Hermit Crabs. During our dive I was under the impression that the
dominant hermit species was the Bering Hermit, Pagurus beringanus, as we quite literally
found them everywhere, their red and white striped legs looking like tiny barber poles.
Another fascinating small crab that we found in abundance was the Heart Crab,
Phyllolithodes papillosus, so-called because of the heart-shaped design on its carapace.
These animals are not often seen, so it was with a great deal of pleasure that we found
many here.

As we descended to the base of the wall at approximately 90 FSW and approached
the sandy bottom the number of anemones decreased significantly as did the number of
other animals. Finding fewer subjects to photograph, it wasn’t long before we again
ascended to the depths that contained more variety and color. By previous agreement we
slowly followed the contour of the wall, taking our time and shooting photos as opportu-
nities presented themselves. With our abundant gas supply we were able to take our time
and provide for extra time at our final stops. At 20 feet I signaled to Sparky to move
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outward from the wall and with a nod he turned south-
ward into open water. As we hung at our last stop I
again noticed a few “Sea Nettle” jellies around us. While
ascending to the surface Sparky was looking at his
gauge and failed to notice the reddish-brown tentacles of
one of the larger ones immediately above him. I waved
my hand across his line of sight and pointed upward
toward the jelly. With a nod of recognition and a quick
flick of his fins he re-positioned himself to avoid the
tentacles and together we ascended the final feet without
incident. We finished our stop approximately 100 feet
from the wall, allowing an easy pick-up for the “Black
Rocket” once we hit the surface away from the rocks.

Still, as smoothly as things had gone we had already
spent altogether too much time at the cape. This gave
us a pressing need to return to the mouth of the
Nestucca River before the tide became too low, prevent-
ing our easy re-entry over the bar. That problem,
coupled with our need for a surface interval, precluded a
second dive and Kim regretfully turned the “Rocket”
southward toward Pacific City. In an exact reversal of the
outbound trip, the “Black Rocket” skimmed over the
waves like a missile, leaving a huge plume of water in

her wake, (“Dude! They can see us comin’ for frickin’
miles in this thing!”). Within a short time we found
ourselves at the river’s mouth, where Kim briefly ana-
lyzed conditions before plunging ahead into the now
shallow channel. Previously alerted by radio, Lyn was
waiting at the boat ramp and the retrieval of the “Black
Rocket” was as swift and efficient as her launch earlier
had been. Returning to the Johns’ home, we all un-
loaded the gear and Kim and Dewey sprayed the
“Rocket” down with fresh water. Before we turned the
truck back toward the north and home there was time
for the telling of more tales and feasting on smoked
Chinook Salmon and Tuna. Our bellies now full of
smoked delicacies, Kim told us that those 50 pound
Lings WERE out there, (“They’re frickin’ HUGE, Dude!”),
but they are on a underwater plateau just off the tip of
the cape that we were supposed to have dived on the
2nd dive of the day…….Darn! I guess we’ll just have to
come back!

Captain Kim Johns can be reached at USIA Adventure
Charters, 1-800-247-8070, (503) 366-0212, or through
the USIA website at www.usia.com

I.A.N.T.D. Technical Training Facility #539
ave. a.r. salas #72 • p.o. box #165

cozumel q.roo, mexico 77600
Ph: 011-52-9-872-4567 Fx: 011-52-9-872-7558

E-Mail: dmanfish@divecozumel.net
w w w. d i v e c o z u m e l . n e t
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Born and raised in Vienna, Austria — the
heart of Europe — Gaby Nenadal is a
fanatic diver with special love for tropical

seas. Although her dream of diving was immi-
nent from her childhood days, it took a friend
persuading her on her 20th birthday in 1992 to
try out diving for herself. Since this day, her
passion for diving has grown.

Gaby’s diving career started in a deep cold
Austrian lake with no visibility at 4°C. Discour-
aged by this attempt she took a vacation to one
of the most beautiful diving destinations: the
Maldives in the middle of the Indian Ocean.

This time, since she was so deeply impressed by
her adventures, she decided to capture them on
film as a memory to share them with family and
friends. Due to budget restrictions during her
university years, the first camera was a bor-
rowed Sea & Sea Motormarine II. A year later,
she saved enough money for her first underwa-
ter camera, a Sea & Sea Motormarine II-EX,
which accompanied her for several years.
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seas. Although her dream of diving was immi-
nent from her childhood days, it took a friend
persuading her on her 20th birthday in 1992 to
try out diving for herself. Since this day, her
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Gaby’s diving career started in a deep cold
Austrian lake with no visibility at 4°C. Discour-
aged by this attempt she took a vacation to one
of the most beautiful diving destinations: the
Maldives in the middle of the Indian Ocean.

This time, since she was so deeply impressed by
her adventures, she decided to capture them on
film as a memory to share them with family and
friends. Due to budget restrictions during her
university years, the first camera was a bor-
rowed Sea & Sea Motormarine II. A year later,
she saved enough money for her first underwa-
ter camera, a Sea & Sea Motormarine II-EX,
which accompanied her for several years.
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Now, she takes her photos with a Canon EOS 300 in a UK Germany-
housing and a Subtronic Gamma flash. She enjoys both macro and
wide-angle photography.

Gaby has visited the Maldives several times, as this destination is
very famous for its dream islands with white beaches, gin-clear water
and lush palm trees. Of course, like all underwater photographers Gaby
insists that discoveries found below the surface are what really matter.
Some of these “big” finds include schools of fish (barracudas, snappers,
jacks, fusiliers), mantas, sharks (especially white tip, grey reef sharks),
whale sharks, and small, rare creatures like different kinds of frog fish,
sea horses, cuttle fish, crabs and others.

After having visited the Philippines, Thailand was next on Gaby’s
list. In this locale, the Andaman Sea
on Thailand’s west coast captured
her interest since visibility is better
and a bigger variety of species can
be found. The well-known and
idyllic Similan Islands are a
favourite spot with colourful soft
corals and lots of fish, while diving
locations like the famous
Hin Daeng/Hin Muang deep
down in the South offer
encounters with (whale)
sharks and mantas.

Being very fond of marine biology,
her stay at the Malaysian island of
Mabul, east of Borneo, has been her
most interesting and exiting location so far.
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Since the islands of Mabul, the neighbouring Kapalai and the world-famous
Sipadan lie close together, these diving spots offer a great combination of
wall diving and muck diving with rare critters. For example, there may be
hammerhead sharks, barracudas and tons of turtles on the morning dive and
ghost pipefish, mantis shrimp and flamboyant cuttlefish in the afternoon!
Mabul also has a well-equipped tech-diving base, called SMART-TEC, offering
nitrox, trimix, rebreather as well as cave diving in Sipadan’s famous turtle
cave. (Please visit www.tdisouthchina.com/mabul/ for more information on
this locale.)

Between her travels, Gaby’s diving is restricted to the cold and mysterious
Austrian lakes. Nevertheless, a nice dive in this environment is sometimes
possible. The impressive Green Lake, which is only filled with water after the
late spring thaw, is just one example. Although it is extremely cold, Green
Lake offers a visibility of up to 100 meters, not to mention the countryside
surrounding this lake seems to be out of a fairytale. The high, rugged moun-
tains with snow covered peaks that lead down to a dense, lush forest with a
small lake shimmering in all shades of emerald and turquoise in the middle
make it a scenic experience outside the water as well as inside.

Nevertheless, Gaby insists that she prefers tropical seas for their location,
flora and visibility. Her next travels will take her to Burma (Mergui archi-
pelago) to watch the “big guys” and, once again, to Malaysia (Lankayan/
Borneo), the “world of critters”.
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What is it that attracts divers to
wrecks? Is it the adventure of
diving into the unknown and

visiting an artifact full of history, or is it
exploring something that no one has seen
since it’s loss to the sea? Whatever the
attraction may be to the individual, 16
divers living in Sydney, Australia share that
same spirit of adventure for exploration of
the unknown. It started on March 15th

2002 when the group came together and
created what has become known as the
Sydney Project. When the project was
started some members where good
friends already, diving together at week-
ends but most of the group had only
heard of each other through diving circles
and had never met each other before.

The Sydney wreck diving scene revolves
mostly around wrecks in the 50 meter range,
with 4 known wrecks in the 60 to 80 meter
range, which allow the use of Mixed Gas
diving for appropriately trained divers. Diving
on wrecks off Sydney can vary due to the
unpredictable weather conditions, as well as
strong currents, it can be easy diving or
hardcore. As most Sydney project members
were diving on these wrecks as often as twice
a week, it was the lure to dive new sites and
maybe even every wreck divers dream, finding
and diving on a Virgin wreck! With a group like
this missing from Sydney’s diving scene for
more than 6 years, it was to be a change from
the norm, and a chance for the less experi-
enced in the group to learn from some of the
best divers in the world. With the group
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same spirit of adventure for exploration of
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created what has become known as the
Sydney Project. When the project was
started some members where good
friends already, diving together at week-
ends but most of the group had only
heard of each other through diving circles
and had never met each other before.

The Sydney wreck diving scene revolves
mostly around wrecks in the 50 meter range,
with 4 known wrecks in the 60 to 80 meter
range, which allow the use of Mixed Gas
diving for appropriately trained divers. Diving
on wrecks off Sydney can vary due to the
unpredictable weather conditions, as well as
strong currents, it can be easy diving or
hardcore. As most Sydney project members
were diving on these wrecks as often as twice
a week, it was the lure to dive new sites and
maybe even every wreck divers dream, finding
and diving on a Virgin wreck! With a group like
this missing from Sydney’s diving scene for
more than 6 years, it was to be a change from
the norm, and a chance for the less experi-
enced in the group to learn from some of the
best divers in the world. With the group
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consisting of such a big and diverse amount of talent
there was always going to be a huge learning curve to
cross skill. With an initial group size of 35 divers it was
decided that only divers with Mix Gas certification would
make up the core of the project and the number was
reduced to 13 divers. With so much interest in the early
stages it showed that a lot of divers where looking for
change from the same sites they where diving week
after week.

Since most project members only had a brief meeting
with the rest of the team, and never having had the
opportunity to dive together, we started with the first
step, getting to know each other’s diving technique and
styles. Some members were using Closed Circuit
Rebreathers, and with these being new to most Open
Circuit divers, it proved an invaluable technology with
some Open Circuit divers later converting to the CCR way.

Over the course of 6 months, and with delays in
weather the group conducted multiple dives on the
wreck of the Koputia lying in 78M of water. As Winter
time came around and the weather in Sydney for diving
supposedly being better, it proved to be one of the
worst seasons in a long time, with large seas that
stopped any diving on the deeper wreck. With more
than half of the members being Cave divers, it was good
time to travel to cave sites around Australia, to
remove the frustration of not being able to do any
proper training dives.

As the groups’ diving progressed, it
was not surprising that strong friend-
ships amongst the group developed.
Considering that everyone in the
group dived their own way, with
different diving organizations
and shops, getting the best
divers together to partici-
pate in a common interest
was not difficult. With
everyone enjoying each
others company, the
less experienced
members especially
that felt they can
dive and learn from
highly trained and
experienced divers
without having Ego’s
to overcome.

There were great
ideas coming from
the members on how
to improve our diving
and after a lot of
discussion and a
couple of meet-

ings, the group came up with a design for a decompres-
sion station, and a method of utilizing support divers.
Having put these practices and equipment to the test
and trained for a couple of months diving as a team, it
was time to extend our experience further. A date was
set to conduct a 120M dive on a site known as the Peak,
a reef 8KM from Botany Bay in Sydney South. This is a
Sea Mount extending from 120M up to 70M and is know
by local fishermen as a good fishing spot for Pelagic fish
and visiting sharks. As the project members don’t
believe in deep diving for no reason, we chose this spot
to assist the fisheries department locate Grey Nurse
Sharks, a threatened species on the Australian east
coast. We also chose to test the Shark Shield electronic
shark repellent for protection whilst on the deco station;
a South Australian Company SEACHANGE supplied this
device. Of course these were only deployed to repel
dangerous sharks such as Tigers, Oceanic White Tips,
Bronze Whalers and any others than might decide a
diver is an easy meal!

December 24th 2002 was the date set for the first
120M dive, and as the project gathered on the Wharf for
embarkation the signs were not good. With sea condi-

tions less than ideal, with some swell and wind
picking up, it was not looking promising for

the first assault on the Peak. It was
decided that we would go out anyway

and check the conditions outside
the Sydney Harbor Heads. As we

rounded the Heads and
motored out to the Wave

Rider Buoy, the sea
conditions looked

better and the green
light was given to

move on to the
Peak and
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shot line the target area. Arriving onsite, we sounded
the bottom to locate the planned depth of 120M, but
found the reef actually starts in 110M, so we dropped
the anchor, and support personnel deployed the deco
station. The water was dark blue colour with virtually no
current. The bottom Team consisted of a MK15 CCR, a
MK15.5 CCR, one Twinspiration CCR and one Open
Circuit diver.

Deployment of the bottom divers into
the water went well, and it was a
nice surprise to find out how
clear the water was all the way
to the bottom. On Arrival at
the reef area targeted the
depth was found to be 108M.
After a short time on the
bottom, it was time to ascend
and do the planned long
decompression. Unfortunately
the MK15 diver had suffered a
CO2 hit on descent, later
attributed to a missing seal
neglected during assembly.
The diver in question was
recovered by the surface team,
resuscitated and flown by Helicopter to the Prince of
Wales Hospital Decompression Chamber. With this
accident nearly costing a life, it was time to stop and
reflect on the project, if what we were doing was worth
the effort, and risks! With the Project being under the
microscope after this incident, internet forums around
the world lit up like Christmas trees, with lots of criti-
cism and support, it was decided that the Project should
continue. So with that
decision made the Project
set out to achieve the
goals, and except that risks
are something that will
always be present as long
as the limits of diving are
being pushed. Accidents
happen even to the most
careful, and no one likes to
quit, especially after
dedicating time and
resource to achieve a goal.

It was March 2003
before the next attempt
was made on the Peak, with
two successful dives. After
three dives no Grey Nurse
Sharks or any other type of
Shark have been seen
except for a small bronze
whaler that was spotted
along the wall at 100M.

With weather conditions stopping three attempts to
dive the Peak in 2003, it was the 80M wrecks that have
seen more visits then any other sites. The focus has
moved slightly with some project members now search-
ing for new wrecks, with a Side Scan Sonar unit, in
between deeper dives. It is now up to the weather to
decide if the Ocean off Sydney’s Coast is going to reveal
those elusive wrecks, waiting for the first diver to see it

and touch it for the first time in the new
Century! And if anyone can do it, it

will surely be the divers with the
most drive and desire to find it,

and then another wreck site
will be added to the list of
wrecks to dive. The Sydney
Project Group is such a

group of divers with the
same objective, not only
to find new sites, but
also to create safer
methodologies for
diving beyond what is
considered the norm.

It has been over a year
since it all started, and the

group now has 16 members with the first Female diver
to join. She is the only active Trimix certified female
diver in Sydney and one of the very few in Australia. The
numbers of the Sydney Project Group are slowly grow-
ing with more members adopting CCR technology, as
the OC technology is pushed to the limit.

Tech Gear • Tech Training
EANx & Trimix • Rebreather

Cavern & Cave
Vacations & Wreck Dives

Technical Dive Club “On The Edge”

806 Route 17 N
Ramsey, NJ  07446

201•327•5867

201 Route 17 S
Rochelle, NJ  07662

201•843•3340

Scubapro • DUI • Poseidon
OMS • Cressi Sub • Halcyon

Aqua Lung • Sea Quest • Sherwood
Uwatec • Dacor • Mares • Aeris • Dive Rite

email: info@BlueWaterDivers.com

WWW.BlueWaterDivers.com

NEW! Two Locations
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While open circuit divers might find
this profile a bit unbelievable, it was
not an uncommon dive plan for the

rebreather divers at Zero Gravity 3.0, a week
of intense diving for rebreather enthusiasts. In
2001 Reg Creighton and Erika-Leigh Haley had
an idea – to provide a location for avid
rebreather divers to gather and dive the limits
of their rebreathers, Zero Gravity 1.0 was born.
Located at the Sunset House Resort on the
southwestern side of Grand Cayman Island,
minutes from downtown and the cruise ship
tourist depot, it was a perfect location for such
an event.

Sunset House’s location provided any
rebreather diver with an experienced profes-
sional staff. All are trained in deep technical
diving and the use of both semi closed circuit
(SCR) and fully closed circuit rebreathers
(CCR). The dive shop offers an array of cylinder
sizes, along with any type of mix desired from
air, nitrox, oxygen and trimix.

This years Zero Gravity 3.0 was a huge
success with 21 CCR divers from the United
States and Canada attending. Several different
models of rebreathers joined the ranks of
divers including the Megalodon, Inspiration,
Nemesis and the Azimuth.

The typical day included a morning 200 –
300 foot dive for two to three hours TDT off
the 45-foot Sunset House’s vessel, the Manta,
a wide beam, two deck vessel designed for
diving. Each day included a new dive location
to some of the best deep walls and beautiful
reefs Grand Cayman has to offer.

The afternoons consisted of in-water and
classroom demonstrations of the Megalodon,
Nemesis and Azimith rebreathers. Cochran
Undersea Technologies, makers of the Cochran
Commander closed circuit dive computer,
supplied each participant with a test computer
to be used during the week’s excursions. All
the data collected from these computers was
downloaded to form a giant data sheet of
times, depths, decompression obligations and
off gassing times.

Dive Profile: 300 feet for 2.5 hours
TDT (Total Dive Time)…
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The evenings included
bar side entertainment and
exquisite dinning or, if one
didn’t choose drinking, a
deep wall night dive, which
was my favorite. The Cay-
mans offer some of the
world’s best deep wall dives.
With quick vertical drops
from as shallow as 50 feet,
the walls team with marine
life, from sharks, spotted
eagle rays, giant barrel
sponges, black coral, snap-
per and grouper. There was
never any telling what might just swim up from out of
the deep blue.

But the Sunset House Resort is not just for
rebreather enthusiasts. A quick swim from the Sunset’s
dock provided any level of diver the depth they desired.
Open water and semi closed rebreather divers delighted
in the pristine reef from 30 feet to the wall located at 80
feet. Closed circuit rebreather divers and technical open
circuit divers enjoyed any reasonable depth over the wall
from 80 to well past 300 feet. Caution is advised,
however, since the wall drops straight to 1000 feet and

the visibility commonly runs
well over 200 feet. Sea-
scapes and objects that
appeared to be just 30 feet
deeper are often more then
100 feet away.

Zero Gravity 4.0 (2004)
will be here before you know
it. Space is limited and on a
first come, first serve basis.
Don’t wait, I’ve already
booked my spot and am
trying to convince all my SCR
& CCR dive buddies to

attend, too. For more information on next year’s event,
contact Erika@sunsethouse.com or to find out more on
Sunset House Resort visit their web site at
www.sunsethouse.com

Zero Gravity would like to thank the following
sponsors for their support: Sunset House, Sunset Divers,
Sport Diver Magazine, Dive Rite Manufacture, IANTD,
Divers Alert Network, Cochran Undersea Technology,
Advanced Diver Magazine and Pure Air Limited.
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“A new itinerary, to places which have never been dove.”
I signed up immediately for an early dive week and three
days to explore Grenada.

Peter Hughes Diving has put a boat in Grenada
(Island Dancer) to dive Grenada, Round Island, Carriacou
and possibly the Tobago Cays. While there is diving
throughout this area some of the sites are too far for land
based operations to reach easily. I asked Peter why he
put a boat in Grenada. His reply, “The Southeast Carib-
bean is beautiful, topside and below the surface. There is
great food and music and very little development. The
reefs are spectacular deep slopes with very few divers.
And, finally the Islands are safe and friendly to Ameri-
cans.”

Diving from the Island Dancer is adventure diving
with hot towels, chocolate chip cookies and two minute
boat rides. However, along with the comfort comes deep
dives with current, on sites which may not have been
dove before.  The Island Dancer anchors at Rendezvous
Resort on Grenada’s south end. Divers share a dock with
Aquanauts Divers, Grenada’s largest and best equipped
dive operation. In addition to diving, Grenada  is a good
destination for the eco-adventurer with a 2750' mountain,
lakes, water falls, hiking trails and lots of birds.

Is this trip for you? If you are ready for something a
little edgier than calm clear Caribbean waters  where
several boats vie for the mooring, then this could be for
you. However, if you get uncomfortable when the dive
guide says, “We aren’t sure where we will dive today
given the current.” this may not be for you. If you are
attracted to the idea of reefs that none of your friends have
dove, this is the right trip. On the other hand, if the thought
of reefs which begin at 45 feet and drop to 120 feet with
currents makes you nervous, this may not be the trip.
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Grenada

The three islands of Grenada (Grenada, Carriacou,
and Petit Martinique) are located in the Eastern Carib-
bean at the south end of the Windward islands, about
100 miles north of Venezuela  and Trinidad and Tobago.

Grenada is the largest of the three, twelve miles
wide and twenty-one miles long. Its 133 sq. miles are
mountainous, volcanic terrain, reaching heights of over
2,750 feet atop Mount St. Catherine.  The island has not
had extensive development so there is the feel of  a real
Caribbean culture. Most of the development is on Grand
Anse Bay which has a bit of the feel of Seven Mile Beach
in Grand Cayman, except that it is less than two miles.

Port Salines International Airport is twelve minutes
drive from Rendezvous Beach Resort and offers direct
flights from many major US and European cities. Ameri-
can Eagle and BWIA have most of the flights. There is a
$20.00 tax paid when leaving.

The currency is the EC (Eastern Caribbean dollar)
and is set at about 2.67EC to the US dollar.  Electricty is
220 volts. The Island Dancer has 110 charging stations.

Temperatures range from 75F to 87F, with cooling
winds. Grenada is situated below the hurricane belt. The

water temperature in early March was 78-80F.

The best season for the Island Dancer might be
summer ( the rainy season) and fall when the winds calm
some. The winds usually blow between Christmas and
Easter (the dry season).

Grenada’s capital, St. George’s, is a lovely Caribbean
city. About one third of the island residents live in St.
George. There is a market district with everything from
fresh fish and fruits to tourist items.

Grenada, like many Caribbean Islands has a history
of occupation and control by several European nations.
The island was already inhabited by the Carib Indians
when Christopher Columbus noted it. In 1979, locals
attempted to set up a socialist/communist state. Four
years later, at the request of the Governor General, the
United States, Jamaica, and the Eastern Caribbean
States intervened militarily. In December of 1984 a
general election established democratic government.

Grenada is one of the spice islands and grows
nutmeg, cloves, ginger, allspice, cinnamon, coffee and
cocoa.  It claims to have more spice trees per area than
anywhere else in the world. All of these trees can be
seen from the road. There are a number of tour opera-
tors who can show you the island. The island has rivers,
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waterfalls, rain forests, and mountain lakes, in addition
to beaches and coral reefs. The island is ringed with
miles of picture-perfect beaches, some with black sand
and others with white sand.

Grenada has a system of national parks and pro-
tected areas which offer great opportunities for hikers and
birdwatchers. I took a one day tour of the island which
focused on the mountains, not St. George or the beaches.

Grand Etang Lake and Forest Reserve is the most
popular area in Grenada for hiking. It’s         varied
terrain  offer several ecological subsystems. Grand
Etang Lake, formed in an extinct volcano may be the
central draw for visitors.  The lush vegetation provides
shelter for a wide variety of animals and many species of
birds. I had the good fortune to photograph three Mona
monkeys for nearly 15 minutes at the Visitor center.

In addition to Grand Etang three other areas are
highly recommended.

Levera National Park is a 450 acre scenic coastal
area. Its beach is popular, and its lagoon is an important
wildlife habitat. La Sagesse Nature Center is a quiet
mangrove estuary along the southwestern coast  and is
one of the best bird-watching locales on Grenada.  La
Sagesse includes three beaches, a good coral reef for
snorkeling, a pristine example of dry thorn scrub and
cactus woodland, and a salt pond which attracts many
birds. Lake Antoine National Landmark is a  shallow
crater lake which hosts a wide variety of wildlife. The
lake’s perimeter trail is excellent for birdwatchers.

Rendezvous Resort

The Rendezvous bills itself as being the only
Grenada resort designed to cater to divers. With
Aquanauts divers on the property and the Island Dancer
embarking and returning to the Rendezvous dock they
have a good case. They can handle 36 divers with their
two boats. However, Rendezvous is also the perfect spot
for relaxing. It is an older resort with 30’s Spanish
architecture and year around flowering bushes. The
Rendezvous was reopened by new owners in 2001 with a
new pool and refurbishing.  All rooms are air condi-
tioned, have satellite TV (Good for 4-6 channels) and
direct dial phones.

This is the perfect hide away. The drinks are cold,
the food great and service is always cheerful.

The Island Dancer

The Island Dancer is the first liveaboard dive vessel
to explore the pristine waters of Grenada and the
Grenadines.  The first charters began in January 2003.
Island Dancer offers everything divers need for a week
of exploring new, unspoiled dive territory. Island Dancer
is designed to carry a maximum of 12 passengers in six
double staterooms, five with a lower double bunk and a
single upper, and the Owner’s Suite with a queen bed.
Each cabin has its own bathroom and individually
controlled air-conditioning.

Digital photographers are able to play back their
dives on the monitor in the salon. I recommend that you
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take your own connecting cables or check with the boat
ahead of time. E-6 processing is available down the hall
from the salon. The camera table and battery charging
station are outside on the dive deck. There were several
photographers on board and space was tight but
workable. The vessel is equipped with 240v/50hz and
110v/60hz outlets.

Outside, the lower deck is dedicated to diving with
a large dive platform, enabling diving from the vessel, or
from a dive tender. Multiple fill stations, rinse tanks,
individual equipment bins, deck head and shower on the
dive platform complete the setup. The crew  saved
several divers’ vacation by being able to repair gear
between dives. Nitrox is available. The nearest decom-
pression chamber is in Tobago.

The Diving

All diving was done from the tender. On every dive
one of the dive guides entered the water first to check
out the current. Other than one report of a “River of
current” the in water briefings were usually about the
direction of the current and a reminder to follow the
buoy carried by the dive guide. With a group of photog-
raphers, however, the dingy often had to make trips up
current to collect some of us.

In general, the dive sites had plentiful fish and the best
coral and sponge cover of any area in the Caribbean.

Dive Sites

Boss Reef - Quarantine Point 25-80' All trips begin here
with a check-out dive. This is a nice dive on a sloping
reef with lots of coral cover. It is part of a five mile long
reef.

Shakem Wreck 90' This is a penetrable wreck with lots
to see. The new soft corals are very nice.

Flamingo Bay Reef  70' This is the first dive where you
really begin to see the difference in Grenada diving. The
reef is covered with Sea Rods, Sea Plumbs, Sea Whips
and other Gorgonians. The dives in and around Grenada
have the healthiest corals and sponges I have seen in the
Caribbean. Some of the fields of plate and sheet corals
rival those I have seen in the Pacific. The reef is also rich
with sponges. The beautiful azure vase sponges are
everywhere, some more than two feet  high.

Round Island - The Sisters 100' Because of the sea
conditions we dove this site several times during the
week. I look forward to diving it many more times. Like
other sites, the sisters is a rocky upthrust. The upper
wall is covered with black coral. That’s right the upper
wall. Black coral, sporting a variety of colors fought for
mooring space in water as shallow as 25'. Although the
sisters are not large they are so rich with corals, sponges
and fish that we never made it more than 60% of the
way around them. Nurse sharks were plentiful on the
wall. The currents on this dive were always changing but
were never too difficult to dive.
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Round Island - White Rock 100' This site is next to the
Sisters and equally spectacular. Like the sisters it has
sloping walls, a sheer wall and a protected cove on the
north side. The current on the south face was sometimes
quite strong. The coral, invertebrate and fish life was
outstanding. The cove on the north side, which is at
least two dives, has the most spectacular sponge wall I
have ever seen. Start the dive at 55' among large rocks
and coral mounds and work into the wall. There were
lots of scorpionfish and eels in the rocky area.  Work up
and along the wall. A new sponge species appears at
every depth. The sheer face has many small crevices that
provide a home for fish, shrimp and crabs.

Round Island Reef 60' This reef stretches across the bay.
The part you dive depends on where you are dropped
and which way the current is running.  Parts of the reef
show damage - likely from storms. It is very rich other-
wise and loaded with fish. At dusk there were thousands
of squirrelfish and blackbar soldierfish out.

Carriacou - Sisters (Referred to as Brothers by the Island
Dancer crew) 120' This could also be a site for several
dives. It is an upthrust similar to sister and white rocks
at Round Island. At about 50' the wall leads to a shal-
lower bench. The bench is covered with  sea rods and
sea plumbs at their full height of 4-8' and being too
dense for a diver to penetrate. However, with the huge
surge it was a marvelous surfing experience. When the
surge would leave you in the shelter of a coral head you
would find yourself joining dozens of fish species taking
their ease. Like other dives, diving is accompanied by a
variety of currents.

Carriacou  - Frigate Island - Dry Rock 80' Nice sloping
wall covered, as usual, with corals and sponges. Lots of
fish. I had a nurse shark swim with me for several
minutes. The currents determine which part of the site
you dive.

Bianca C 120' Great wreck dive - huge. There was
almost no current and fair vis the day I dove.

Overall, the reefs in and around Grenada are the
healthiest I have seen in the Atlantic and Carib-
bean. Some of the coral cover rivals that of the
Pacific. The health of the sponges may be
unrivaled anywhere. Fish are plentiful, but
the species and abundance is no better
than other parts of the Caribbean. There
are more sharks, but almost no grouper
or snapper. On average the dives are
deeper than other parts of the Carib-
bean and most had current. However,
early spring may be the toughest
season to dive with the winds blow-
ing.

This is a trip for the diver who isn’t

ready, or can’t afford the trip to the Pacific or Australia,
but wants more adventure than is available in other
parts of the Caribbean or Mexico. And, very few divers
have been here.

Contacts:

Peter Hughes Diving - www.peterhughes.com
Rendezvous Resort -  info@rendezvousresort.com
Aquanauts Diving - www.aquanautgrenada.com
Tours - Mandoo@grenadatours.com

Guides - Desmond McLeod - 473-444-4417
Elizabeth Niles - 473-440-9464 (after 8PM)
Information - www.grenada.org (Great Site)
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I must admit that I am an old-fashioned guy when it
comes to decompression. I still carry deco-tables with
me on every dive. Not that I have anything against the

dive computers - I have and use two – but until recently,
there were no computers that could effectively provide
deco information for trimix diving. Any computer can
malfunction and will cost more than a set of tables, so if
the tables happen to float away or fall overboard, I just
reach into my dive bag and pull out another set and go
diving. Additionally, since I mostly dive the same profiles
(caves, wrecks) many times over with the same sets of
gases, I can tweak deco profiles to give me the most
favorable off-gas/time-in-the-water solution. The various
deco software packages incorporated the notion of deep
stops for years, while dive computers are just starting to
take advantage of optimized deep stop profiles. I like deep
stops as they make me feel better after the dive.

For years I was using the Z-plan, created by the late Will
Smithers, to generate my deco tables. The Z-plan incorpo-
rated so called Pyle deep stops, named after Richard Pyle,
who empirically determined deep stop strategy based on
his fish collection techniques. Z-plan’s Buhlmann-based
algorithm is becoming little dated with respect to the new
Deep Stop theories based on the RBGM and VPM bubble
models, so I was ready for a new deco software. My
requirements were simple: the software needs to cover all
types of diving I do – Nitrox, Trimix, open (OC) and closed
circuit (CC). It should incorporate deep stops, since I
personally use them and feel better after dives with deep
stops and slow ascents. The last requirement was, that the
software should be able to easily generate preformatted
tables, because I grew tired of rewriting my tables on the
slate or wet-notes (I love the portable laminator).

With that information in hand I started searching for
my next deco-planning software. There are essentially
three different “flavors” of decompression algorithms that

incorporate deep stops: Bühlmann with Gradient Factors,
VPM, and RBGM (see sidebar). I have found representative
deco packages from each algorithm category and decided
to run them through a little test to determine the most
suitable deco software for me. The candidates are Z-
planner, V-planner, ProPlanner, DecoPlanner, and GAP. I
added Palm based Dplan and Decoweenie+ to the mix as I
often use my Palm Pilot to tweak deco profiles at the site.

The Participants

Z-planner is a very cool “skin” – graphical user interface
created by Ross Hemingway for the DOS based Z-plan.
The Z-planner has a simple, but clever data entry screen,
where user can enter Depth, Time, and Gas Mix for each
level of the dive plan. Each entry is saved and can be used
in the next planning session. The deco gases are entered in
similar fashion, but cannot contain Helium, only Oxygen
and Nitrogen. In Closed Circuit mode the set point and
Scam horn slide value are entered. The configuration
screen holds standard deco parameters – feet/meters, salt/
fresh water, descent/ascent rates – as well as conservatism
and an option to use Pyle or WKPP deep stops. The deco
profile generated by Z-planner is the actual text output
from the Z-plan executable. The Z-planner is simple to use
and very user friendly, but the lack of He in deco mixes and
plain text output are slight drawbacks.

Decoplanner (v. 3), developed by Simon Tranmer, is a
mainstay deco planning software of Global Underwater
Explorers training agency. I had an opportunity to review
the latest version, still in beta, which includes number of
new features. The most notable is an inclusion of the VPM
algorithm in addition to the Bühlmann model with Gradient
Factors. The deco profiles can be calculated using each
algorithm and compared to determine best deco strategy
for the given mission. The beta version of Decoplanner I
had available used a VPM-A algorithm, which is rather
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aggressive in treatment of shallower stops. The final version of the
software will use the VPM-B, currently accepted as a safe implementation
of the VPM algorithm. The Decoplanner has a very clean “spreadsheet-
like” interface providing divers with all necessary information right on
the screen. User can change any parameter of the dive and recalculate
the profile with a click of a button. Bailout tables accounting for loss of
all deco gases are generated in the same manner. The software easily
accommodates multi level (up to 19 levels); multi dive and multi day
missions as well as up to 10 decompression gas mixtures. Calculated
deco profiles include both stop times and run times for each deco level
as well as gas requirements, Gradient factors, M-values, CNS and OTU
information. All 16 compartments can be analyzed for each segment of a
dive. The information in the analysis window includes partial pressures of
all inert gases, M-values, % M-value, gradient factors, and % ambient
pressure. The dive can also be analyzed on a set of graphs displaying
multitude of parameters. The table generation engine will create
preformatted set of tables for a range of depths and times greatly
simplifying dive preparation. The Decoplanner can be preconfigured with
custom deco gas set combinations covering every imaginable dive
scenario. All standard dive parameters can be customized in dive
preferences. The software does not have capability to calculate constant
PPO2  deco profiles making it unsuitable for closed circuit rebreather
(CCR) dive planning.

Pro-Dive Planner (v. 7.12C), created by Nick Bushell and Kevin Gurr, is
the only software package with the DOS interface. It requires sequential
data entry and edits are little more difficult than in its Windows and Palm
counterparts. The software uses a proprietary algorithm to add micro-
bubble controlling deep stops to the derivative of Bühlmann ZLH-16a
algorithm. Pro-Dive Planner has a facility to predefine different gases for
sequential depth intervals and those can then be used in planning the
actual dive. Other customizable parameters include safety factor, micro
bubbles, atmospheric pressure, breathing rate, and a last stop depth.
The micro bubble adjustment will force deep stops, although the logic
and functionality of this setting are not explained in the manual. Al-
though the DOS interface of the Pro-Dive Planner is little dated by
current standards its biggest advantage is that it uses the same algo-
rithm as VR-3 dive computer and can communicate with it. Downloaded
dives can then be used for future dive planning. A new version of Pro-
Dive Planner is on the horizon.

V-Planner (v. 3.22), created by Ross Hemingway, uses the VPM-B algo-
rithm, which is Erik Baker’s latest extension to the decompression model.
The V-Planner interface has its roots in the Z-Planner “skin”, but many
features were greatly enhanced here. Multiple users can use the software
and all parameters are preserved for each diver. Bottom, travel mix and
Deco gas windows hold a history of dive profiles for each diver. To set up
a new dive is as simple as clicking the check boxes next to each depth/
gas mixture and deco gas combination and hitting a Calc button to
generate the deco profile. The V-planner can be configured to a very fine
detail including the VPM model parameters. In addition to deco profile
calculations the software can calculate bailout profiles for any combina-
tion of lost deco gases, as well as profiles for range of depths and times.
CCR and SCR dive plans are also supported. Air breaks can be inserted
and accounted for in the deco profile. The V-Planner is a very powerful
and streamlined implementation of the VPM deco model; the only
drawback is a lack of preformatted table generation. The profiles are
output in plain text, in abbreviated run time format, and also in the CSV
data format to allow for further use in Excel or elsewhere.

Conventional dissolved gas algo-
rithms, such as those developed by
Robert D. Workman and Albert A.
Bühlmann, try to optimize the
decompression by allowing the diver
to ascend to the shallowest depth or
“ceiling” based on the ascent limiting
M-values for the hypothetical
“tissue” compartments. The concep-
tual advantages of this approach are
two-fold: inert gas elimination in the
faster compartments is accelerated
while inert gas uptake in the slower
compartments is minimized during
decompression.

The “M” in M-value stands for
“Maximum.” For a given ambient
pressure, an M-value is defined as
the maximum value of inert gas
pressure (absolute) that a hypotheti-
cal “tissue” compartment can
“tolerate” without presenting overt
symptoms of decompression sickness
(DCS). M-values are representative
limits for the tolerated gradient
between inert gas pressure and
ambient pressure in each compart-
ment. Other terms used for M-values
are “limits for tolerated overpres-
sure,” “critical tensions,” and
“supersaturation limits”.

Gradient Factors, developed by Erik
Baker, provide a consistent approach
to conservatism in dissolved-gas
decompression algorithms. They can
be used to generate deep stops
within the decompression zone,
control overpressure gradients, and
ensure a fixed margin of safety from
the M-values across the entire
decompression profile. A Gradient
Factor is simply a decimal fraction or
percentage of the M-value Gradient.
The addition of deep stops in a profile
will generally increase the time
required at the shallow stops as well
as the overall decompression time.

Gas phase models assume that a
distribution of seeds (parent media
for potential bubbles) is always
present and that some number of
these seeds will be excited into
growth during compression-decom-
pression. Slower and deeper ascent
staging seeks to control bubble
growth rate and their collective
volume. The bubble elimination
gradient is maximized with increasing
depth, while dissolved gas elimina-
tion is maximized with decreasing
depth. These models call for much
deeper initial decompression stops
and slower ascents to limit micro-
bubble formation and evolution. An
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effect of this is reductions in
shallow stop times as well as total
decompression times compared
to the schedules for identical
profiles generated with tradi-
tional decompression models.

The Varying Permeability Model
(VPM ), developed by the late
Professor David Yount and
extended for diving by Eric
Maiken and Erik Baker, pre-
sumes that a distribution of
microscopic surfactant-stabi-
lized nuclei exist in the water
and tissues of the body.   De-
pending on the allowable
supersaturation gradient, which
is related to the difference
between maximum exposure
pressure and dissolved-free gas
tension, all nuclei larger than a
specific “critical”  radius will
grow to become bubbles. ,  The
VPM aims to   control the total
number of bubbles and volume
of free gas allowed to form
during decompression.    VPM-
B extends the algorithm to
compensate for Boyle’s Law
expansion of bubbles with
reduction of ambient pressure.

The Reduced Gradient Bubble
Model (RGBM), introduced by
Bruce Weinke, incorporates
tissue halftime compartments
ranging from one to 720 min-
utes for gas mixtures composed
of helium, nitrogen and oxygen.
However, unlike pure dissolved
gas models that assume all inert
gas stays in solution, bubble
separation and growth is the
central focus in RGBM decom-
pression calculations

The RGBM is a dual phase
model that couples a weighted
split between free-blood and
dissolved-blood gradients, with
the weighting fraction propor-
tional to the amount of sepa-
rated gas. Bubble volume
constraints control deep stops
and blood-flow rate serves as
the boundary condition for
tissue gas penetration by
diffusion for shallow stops. In
addition, because body tissues
and blood are normally under
saturated with respect to
ambient pressures at equilib-
rium, RGBM considers this
debt, called the “Oxygen
Window,” in its calculations.

GAP (v. 2.1) – Gas Absorption Program created by Kees Hofwegen and
Peter Fjelsten, is on the edge of deco modeling envelope. It offers both,
Bühlmann with Gradient Factors (Bühlmann GF) and RBGM (Reduced
Gradient Bubble Model) algorithms in a well-packaged graphical user
interface (GUI). The GUI is extremely user friendly with all pertinent infor-
mation available in dockable panels. In the center stage is a deco profile
window showing both, Bühlmann GF and RBGM profiles side-by-side for
comparison. The deco tables can be generated with a single click of the
mouse for either of the two algorithms. GAP has by far the best table
generation engine that I have seen in deco software. Tables can be gener-
ated in HTML, CSV (text for import to Excel), and direct printout. The well
laid-out configuration panels make setup of default parameters a snap. All
standard configuration options are available as well as the ones pertinent to
the RBGM model. GAP uses a template metaphor to store multitude of
configuration data. Bottom and deco gases are also stored in the template.
I use different templates for cave and wreck diving as well as for closed and
open circuit dives. Each profile can be switched between OC and CC
system with a click of a button giving user a chance to evaluate which
system is more suitable for the dive.

All aspects of GAP are accessible from a toolbar above a workspace. Entire
interface is very well thought out. A spreadsheet-like grid facilitates the
data entry while the profile is displayed graphically at the same time. The
dive profile waypoints can also be drawn directly into the profile window
and the data entry grid gets updated automatically. Deco gas, deco model/
algorithm, tissue loading, and dive info panes can either “fly-in” on mouse-
over, or can be “pinned” to the sides of the main workspace. Very slick!

Extensive bailout table generation engine is another forte of this
package. The bailout can be calculated for a loss of any and/or all deco
gases used in the dive. The bailout tables include the gas usage calcula-
tions to help in planning for the emergencies. Managing/planning
multidive days and multiday diving is easy with GAP. Profiles can be
saved and retrieved and the associated template is always attached to
the profile set. Overall, the GAP is very user-friendly application having a
smorgasbord of capabilities supporting the latest developments in the
decompression theory and modeling.

Decoweenie+ (v. 1.5), created by Phi Le, is a very sophisticated deco
program for the Palm OS. The sheer volume of features can be overwhelm-
ing for the uninitiated, but the expert will be hard pressed to find a feature
that is NOT available in the DW+. The deco profile can be calculated using
a variety of options, from straight Bühlmann, to Pyle, GWE, and Gradient
Factors, as well as DCAP algorithm by Bill Hamilton. The VPM and possibly
RBGM modes are planned in near future. DW+ can calculate plan for any
combination of open circuit (OC) and closed circuit (CC) diving, has color
graphical user interface, and a very simple data entry grid for dives with up
to three depth levels. More complex dives are handled through the
WayPoint Wizard, a spreadsheet-like grid that allows for fine control of
every depth level. The WP Wizard can handle very complex profiles and has
a time saving “return” feature for cave profiles where trip back is an exact
mirror of the trip there. Decoweenie+ can maximize the “O2 window” deco
stop and has an option for the user to “shape” the deco profile manually
and compare it to the straight Bühlmann generated profile. The bottom and
deco gases can be selected from user defined sets or calculated from
MOD/END and best Mix parameters, entered manually, or auto-selected
from GUE standard gases. DW+ can calculate a range of depth/time tables,
as well as OC bailout for a CC dive. It comes with a Gas mixing application
that includes a real gas (Z-factor) option for preparing dive gases. The
Decoweenie+ is one of the most rounded deco modeling applications that I
have come across, and the fact that it fits in my pocket (on a PalmPilot) is an
added bonus. It can easily compete with its desktop counterparts with one
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exception; the table output is text based so
it requires formatting or transcription
before it can be effectively used for diving.

Dplan (v. 1.1 ), created by Todd Leonard , is
a Palm OS based deco software. It is
brought to you by GUE and follows the
same time-honored design highlights of its
PC brother – Decoplanner. Dplan sports no-
nonsense grid data entry screen with drop
down selection of depths, times and pre-
defined bottom gases. Any of the param-
eters can also be entered in place using the
Grafitti pad. The deco gases are also
selected from the customizable predefined
list. After that it takes just a push of a
button and the dive plan scrolls on the
screen. The Dplan uses the Bühlmann GF
algorithm to calculate decompression. The
dive preferences, including gradient
factors, are set and stored during the initial
configuration and can be changed at any
time before another dive mission is
planned. The dive profiles or multiple dive
missions can be stored in named files and
retrieved for additional planning/modifica-
tion. The dive profile is limited to 7
waypoints and mission can have maximum
of 8 dives. Although the Dplan cannot plan
closed circuit dives, it is extremely easy to
use and provides efficient decoprofile
generation engine for the Palm based
devices. If the Decoweenie+ is a
Leatherman of Palm deco software then
Dplan is a butcher knife cutting right to the
bone of its intended purpose.

The Test

I have run the same dive profile through
each of the reviewed packages, to help
me with a selection of my next deco
software. The profile is a 270 feet deep
dive for 30 minutes. It is a dive I have
done numerous times, so I know what an
acceptable deco profile should look like. I
have set preferences in all deco packages
to the same values, including 0 conserva-
tism and let’em rip. The results are in
Table 1. Please note that the profiles were
generated with settings that are not the
same as yours. Do not use these profiles
for diving; they are intended for compari-
son only. The results show that there is
not much variability among different deco
packages, only in starting depth and
frequency of the deep stops. The deep
stop shape of the profile is a very indi-
vidual topic as everyone responds differ-
ently to the deep stop decompression.

The Curve Ball
All reviewed software performed as expected calculating the decompres-
sion profiles; it mainly differed in the ease of use and breadth of features.
This is to be expected, since all packages are well-researched decompres-
sion models. It was time to explore some boundary conditions of the
model implementation. I dive this peculiar cave profile, which forces me to
ascent from 160 to 3 feet in the middle of the dive before descending
back to 70 feet for additional 20 minutes. So, I threw this profile at all of
the packages. Each software handled this curve ball differently, but only V-
Planner and Decoweenie+ have actually intercepted the dive profile,
calculated the necessary deco, and then continued with the dive.
Decoplanner and Dplan aborted the dive with a warning of exceeded
deco ceiling, while Pro-Dive Plan would not let me enter a depth above
the profile ceiling (there are some advantages to sequential data entry).
GAP and Z-planner just continued with the profile without any warnings
about a blown deco ceiling!

Some might argue, that profiles like these are not safe, but that is not the
point. In this exercise I am testing software for my personal use, and I
personally want to be able to plan profiles like this. You can see the details
of this profile plan at ADM website
www.advanceddivermagazine.com/DecoA.asp.

Conclusions

All of the deco packages presented here are very fine products and would
serve me well. But one must keep in mind that even the best deco
planning software is just an imperfect approximation model of poorly
understood processes involved in decompression. The Bühlmann based
models have the advantage of being the oldest, thus tested by greatest
number of divers. That does not necessarily make them safer, as the
research and evidence of the last decade shows that gas phase models
like VPM and RBGM are very valid approximations of the decompression
process. Additionally, each of us responds differently to hyperbaric
conditions, so what works for one does not necessarily have to work for
someone else.
I still cannot decide what deco package to use in my future diving. They
are all very good. What do you think? Share your opinions and recommen-
dations at ADM discussion forum
(www.advanceddivermagazine.com/Forum/default.asp).

Links to all software packages as well as reference material are at
www.advanceddivermagazine.com/DecoA.asp
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By David Miner
Photographs by Steve StraatsmaFor my fifteenth birthday, my parents

fulfilled my extreme desire to scuba
dive by paying for my open water

certification. How lucky was I to be
beginning my underwater journey, which
has now spanned 20 years, at such a young
age. Living in Florida, with water all around,
made the diving possibilities endless.

My open water instructor was from
California and constantly talked about
what it was like diving off the California
coast in the lush kelp forests. I listened
intently, but my passion was more for the
warm tropical waters in Florida that
nourished the rich coral reefs. But, the
more I heard about diving in California,
the more it intrigued me, especially diving
in Giant Kelp, so the seed was planted in
my brain and California kelp diving was
added to the “to do” diving list. Who new
at the time, but it would take 20 years
before I finally plunged into a California
kelp forest, and it was well worth the wait.

The Channel Islands off California’s
coast are some of the most spectacular
untouched islands in the world. There are
a total of eight islands in this Southern
California area that extend approximately
160 miles from Point Conception to San Diego.
Five of these islands make the Channel Islands
National Park, including San Miguel, Santa Rosa,
Santa Cruz, Anacapa, and Santa Barbara island. Each
of these islands is special supporting unspoiled coast-
lines and species of wildlife found nowhere else on
earth. The islands are nothing more than rugged peaks
and cliffs of rock popping straight out of the Pacific
Ocean. Seawater splashes at their bases forming sea
caves, blowholes, and small rock islands. Colonies of sea
birds, seals, and sea lions populate many areas of the
islands. During whale season, just offshore, you can
encounter Grey, Humpback, and massive Blue whales.
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This is only what you see at the surface, because as soon as your head dips
below the water, an array of sea life, different from anything you’ve seen,

comes into view.

Steve Straatsma, the photographer, and I were able to book
our trip with Truth Aquatics out of Santa Barbara. We signed on for a

3-day live-a-board trip that focused primarily on San Clemente
Island, one of the southern islands, where we did most of our

diving. San Clemente Island is approximately 90 miles south of
Santa Barbara and 70 miles northwest of San Diego. It has

been owned by the U.S. Navy for the past 70 years and is off
limits to pedestrian traffic. The Navy uses the island for

naval surface fire support, air-to-ground ordnance
delivery operations, and special operations, such as

Navy SEAL training. We saw a number of Navy jets
and transport planes doing practice runs on the

island’s runway, but that only added to the lure of
this spectacular area.

Truth Aquatics has three boats in
their fleet, the Vision, Conception, and
Truth, all of which were specifically de-
signed and built for diving operations. We
were booked on their largest boat, the
Vision, which is 80 feet in length and 26 feet
to beam. There were 27 divers on this
charter, most of which were focusing on
underwater photography, six crew members,
and the captain. With a large bunkroom,
several heads, a huge salon for eating meals
and relaxing, a sun deck, and a large back deck
for diving operations, the size and layout of the
Vision provided plenty of room for everyone.

We arrived on a Wednesday afternoon for
our 10:00 PM departure, which would take us
the 90 miles to San Clemente Island. Luckily,
the boat trip would take place while we were
sleeping. The trip was returning on Saturday
around 5:00 PM, so we had three days of
diving ahead of us. Steve and I couldn’t wait
to get started. We spent several hours poking
around Santa Barbara, which is a beautiful

coastal town and a must before leaving the
area. Around 8:00 PM, we loaded our gear,

checked out the boat, and jumped in our bunks
for some sleep and the long boat ride.

The next morning, we awoke to the captain
announcing our arrival at San Clemente Island

and could smell the crew cooking our breakfast.
During breakfast, the captain gave a briefing about

the area, the diving we could expect, the marine life,
the boat, and safety. Basically, the diving went like this for

the entire trip. After the boat was anchored on a site, we
were allotted a certain amount of time, usually over an hour,
to dive the site. This was referred to as, “the gates are open.”
This meant that for the next hour or so, the diving gates were
open and you could dive at your leisure. I thought this was a
great way to operate, as there was no made rush to get your
dive in. If you wanted, you could do a shorter dive, jump
out, get your tanks refilled, which they did for you, and
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jump back into the water. As long as you were in the
water by the time the gates closed, you could dive at your
leisure. This made for extremely relaxing diving days.

The sites for the first day of diving were Truth
Boilers, Disney Land and Neptune’s Wall, and Fish Hook,
which was our night dive. Each of these sites was
located at different parts of the island, which gave us
plenty of surface interval time between dives. Each dive
ranged between 30 and 60 feet deep and most dives we
spent around an hour exploring the lush area.

Now, being from Florida, Steve and I are used to the
tropical waters of the Gulf of Mexico, Keys, and south-
ern East Coast. The only colder water diving we do are
the caves of north central Florida, which range between
68 and 72 degrees Fahrenheit. For Californian’s this is
not cold water, as we would soon find out.

Steve and I were diving our thick, hooded, seven-
millimeter wetsuits that we use in the caves and hoped
that would keep us warm enough. Luckily, we were

diving in August, which meant that water temperatures
were warmer, but that only ranged between 58 and 68
degrees Fahrenheit. This would be the coldest water I
ever dove.

At our first dive site, Truth Boilers, Steve and I
suited up quickly, as we were eager to meet what lie
beneath. Upon jumping into the water, I was pleased
that I didn’t quickly freeze to death, but as we de-
scended to around 40 feet, things changed. We quickly
felt a numbing in our hands and my face ached. I
thought, “how was I going to deal with this for three
days?” Giant Kelp was all around us and the first fish I
saw was a bright orange Garibaldi, California’s fish. My
thoughts quickly shifted from being cold to, “look at
what’s around you and forget about the cold water.”

Giant Kelp stalks shot straight to the surface, bright
orange Garibaldis were everywhere, and rock spires and
walls jetted from the bottom. We were diving the rocky
ridges, crevices, peaks, and structures that remain below
the surface just offshore the island. Everything was
covered with spectacular marine life and lavish flora. I
soon warmed to my surroundings, as the 20-year wait
and “to do” dive list was being fulfilled. Water tempera-
ture didn’t matter, diving in this spectacular area did.

Diving in the Giant Kelp is an incredible experience.
The kelp roots to the rocky bottom with amazing
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strength and can grow to heights of over 120 feet. The kelp blocks a
certain amount of natural sunlight, which creates shadows and shaded
areas, much like a wooded forest. Swimming through Giant Kelp stalks is
like hiking through the Redwood Forest and adds another dimension to
the diving in this area. The Kelp helps to support the aquatic ecosystem
of the Channel Islands that provides domicile for over 800 species of
marine life. The rocky cracks and crevices provide ideal living quarters
for many of these species. The rocks are overlaid with brightly colored
bouquets of anemones, starfish, and garlands of hydrocoral, sponges,
and sea fans. Moray eels, octopus, abalone, rock scallops, California
spiny lobsters, and a host of others inhabit the rock fissures and crev-
ices. Fish include the Giant Black Sea Bass, Halibut, Lingcod, Vermilion
Rockfish, Calico Bass, and more. There is no shortage of marine life off
the Channel Islands, which makes each dive exciting and rewarding with
the sighting of something different.

Each dive we did on day one provided its own unique experience,
which was amplified by our first sighting of a Giant Black Sea Bass
during our second dive on Disney Land and Neptune’s Wall. A Giant
Black Sea Bass resembles a giant Grouper or Jewfish. It can reach
lengths of five feet and weigh over 250 pounds. They are dark gray to
black in color and have a large head and mouth. Giant Black Sea Bass
are on the endangered species list and are protected, which makes the
sighting of one that much more special. Our sighting was short as he
swam buy in a hurry, but great nevertheless. We didn’t know it at the
time, but we were going to be rewarded on another dive with one of
these magnificent fish swimming with us for over 20 minutes!

Each dive was building on another with spectacular scenery and
spottings of magnificent marine life. Our last dive on day one, our night
dive at Fish Hook, was just as spectacular.

It began like this; it was dark, the boat was anchored, and the deck
lighting illuminated the water. Then, while everyone was suiting up,
massive flying fish began shooting out of the water in all directions,
some landing on the boat. Now these weren’t the small flying fish that I
was used to in the Gulf of Mexico or Atlantic Ocean; these flying fish
were massive, with the size and wingspan of a large Seagull. They would
hit the deck or side of the boat with a massive thud. Everyone was
ducking and laughing out loud about what was taking place. I quickly
got ready, entered the water, and waited for Steve.
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In the water, I drifted slightly away from the back of
the boat shining my bright light down into the water. I
continued to see flying fish going in all directions. As I
looked up at the boat to see if Steve was ready, some-
thing smashed hard into the side of my face. Startled, my
head spun around to the sighting of one of these flying
fish lying motionless in the water next to me. The fish had
flown out of the water and slammed into my face knock-
ing itself unconscious. As it floated in the water, I mar-
veled at its size and laughed out loud about how crazy
this was. Thankfully, I wasn’t injured. I yelled to Steve to
get into the water so we could get below the water and
out of harms way.

The dive itself turned out to be just as spectacular
as how it started, with the sighting of two octopuses, a
green moray, and lobster scattering across the bottom
as if they were on some mission. The night was spent
relaxing on deck and sleeping like a rock in our bunks.

We awakened on day two for more diving at San
Clemente Island. Dives sites for the day were Arch
Pinnacle, Balanced Hat/Pyramid Cove, and Octopus
Garden.

Arch Pinnacle, our deepest dive of the trip, took us
to 100 feet to a massive rock archway and channel
cutting through the rock superstructure. The water
chilled to a frigid 58 degrees Fahrenheit and the depth
crushed our wetsuits, making it feel even colder. The
massive archway cut through the rock approximately 50
feet high and 30 feet wide. Giant Kelp grew straight to
the surface from 100 feet, with its massive leaves
swaying in the current. After swimming around for 20
minutes or so, Steve and I headed for the surface and
the warmer water.

Balanced Hat/Pyramid Cove offered more kelp,
Garabaldis, and the fantastic rock structures. Sheer rock
faces were shooting straight up for 20 to 30 feet off the
bottom, with lush marine life growing from every
available area. As Steve and I made our way to the
bottom of one of the rock faces, the rock suddenly cut
back and disappeared. When we got closer, we realized
that it was a small cave. Suddenly, excitement ran
through me, and I thought, “would I get to do a cave
dive on this trip as well.” That would complete the
experience, as cave diving is a passion of both Steve and
I back home.

As I swam into the cave, lobster raced around in all
directions. There wasn’t a crack or hole that wasn’t filled
by lobster. They darted back and forth across the cave
as I swam further in. Steve waited at the entrance
shooting pictures while I looked around. The cave
quickly ended after only swimming for around 50 feet. It
was short, but I was able to enter an overhead environ-
ment and explore a very different kind of cave.

After exiting the small cave, Steve and I swam up
and over a rock face and into a wonderful forest of kelp.

Within a minute or so, a Giant Black Sea Bass swam right
up to us. I yelled to Steve through my regulator so he
could get some pictures. The fish swam with us for 20
minutes and clearly was not scared of us even when I
was able to get within two feet of him. He seemed as if
he was as intrigued with us as we were with him. Maybe
he thought we were an endangered species, but little
does he know, that’s not true.

The final day of diving brought us to Santa Cruz
Island, which is around 30 miles from Santa Barbara. We
arrived early Saturday morning after surviving an
extremely rough boat trip through the night. The four to
six foot waves bounced us around like a bucking bronco.
Sleep was hard to come by due to getting thrown
around in your bunk. As soon as you would drift off to
sleep, the boat would smash through a wave so hard,
that half of your body would come completely off the
mattress. The sound of the boat hull smacking the
surface echoed through the cabin. I was glad to see that
by morning, the waves and wind had subsided and
conditions were much calmer.

Santa Cruz Island didn’t allow us much diving due to
poor visibility. The captain found one spot with 10 to 15
feet of visibility and anchored the boat for the final dives
of the trip. The gates opened for two and a half hours
and it was up to you how many dives you wanted to
make.

Steve and I chose to jump in early and finish our
diving, so we could get our suits and gear dried before
returning to the dock. We were heading to Los Angeles
and an early morning flight out on Sunday when we
returned to the dock.

The dive site, Donna’s Wall, was like diving in a
massive tidal pool. Starfish of all colors, brightly colored
nudibranchs, small fish, more Garibaldis, a large She
crab, a Green eel, and many other lavish creatures
covered the area. I spent an hour wallowing around
looking at everything I could find. It was a fine little dive
to finish out this awesome trip. We spent much of the
trip back to Santa Barbara packing our gear, relaxing,
and talking about the great dives we did over the past
few days.

Diving the Channel Islands is like no other diving
I’ve ever done before. The colder water, lush plant life,
rocky structures, and different fish made the experience
extremely rewarding, which I think, is why I liked the trip
so much. The vast difference from Florida and Caribbean
diving made for an incredible experience, one that I
would do again. Hopefully, it won’t take another 20
years for it to happen.

Truth Aquatics has a fantastic operation. Their
relaxed attitude, great staff, comfortable boat, fabulous
meals, and easy dive operations made the trip a success.
For information about Truth Aquatics, go to
www.truthaquatics.com or call 805-962-1127.
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Truth Aquatics provides some of the best stress-free
dive trips available. They provide one to five day trips to
all of the Channel Islands. They have received honors for
providing the best value for diving operations, most big
animals encountered, one of the top destinations in the
U.S., best dive staff, best day boat, and highest overall
rating for any dive operation in the U.S. Because Truth
Aquatics is operated by divers, they know how to provide
and operate a charter with the diver’s needs in mind.

Truth Aquatics designed their fleet of boats for
diving. Each detail was thought out during the design
phase and then each boat was built from the ground up
for diving. They have three boats in their fleet, the
Vision, Conception, and Truth. The Vision is their largest
boat at 80 feet long, the Conception is 75 feet, and the
Truth is 65 feet long. With large bunkrooms, several
heads, huge salons for eating meals and relaxing, sun
decks, and large back decks for diving operations, the
size and layout of the Truth Aquatic’s fleet provide
plenty of room for everyone.

On each trip, you can expect gourmet cuisine, with
menus including breakfast cooked to order, hot and cold
lunch items, hot hors d’oerves, and dinners that include
steaks, chicken, and seafood, not to mention the
desserts. Meals are served around the clock in their
spacious galley dining areas and no one goes hungry.
Don’t plan to diet on one of these trips!

Many of the design features make the Truth Aquat-
ics fleet unique including circulating mask rinsers at the
exit gates and a submerged ramp and boarding step for
easy entry/exit. Large benches at the bow and stern
make suiting up easy and a special warm-air room dries
wet suits quickly between dives. Dual air compressors
allow rapid tank refilling, which the crew does for you.
There is only air available at this time, but they are
considering making NITROX available. There are live
game wells as well as deep freezers to store your fresh
caught game. For photographers, special tables are set
aside for camera storage and a special dip tank is
available for rinsing.

At the boat dock, the Sea Landing Dive Center
works with Truth Aquatics for all your rental gear needs.
They provide steel 95 and 72 CF diving tanks and have
plenty of weights for traveling divers. Most other gear is
also available.

To setup your own trip, go to
www.truthaquatics.com or call 805-962-1127. They can
also be reached by email at info@truthaquatics.com. To
contact Sea Landing Dive Center, go to
www.divesantabarbara.com or call 805-963-3564.



C L O S E D  C I R C U I T  M I X E D  G A S  R E B R E AT H E R

A. APECS electronics.

B.   Primary APECS/informational
display power supply. &
Secondary informational
display power supply.

C. Tertiary sensor system.  The
Megalodon use 3 R-22D
Teledyne sensors.

D. Oxygen sensor moisture traps
system.

E. Primary display: The primary
display is the primary informa-
tional display that is directly
tied into the automatic oxygen
addition system. The primary
display allows the diver to fully
access all breathing loop life
support information to include
voting logic status, breathing
loop temperature, power
supply status, depth and diving
run time. The primary display is
also used to control the PO2
set point control, and various
other diver selectable features.

F. Secondary display: The second-
ary display is an isolated
independent informational
display that is not tied into the
oxygen addition system as is
the Primary display.  The
secondary displays breathing
loop PO2, power supply status,
and acts as the root operating
system for the HUD.
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In response to the market demand for a mixed
gas closed circuit rebreather capable of meeting
the stringent and challenging demands of a

diversified undersea environment, the need was
met by the development of a very unique CCR that
is truly in a league of its own. It is the ISC
Megalodon CCR.

The Meg, as it is so fondly called by its sub sea
operators, is a multi-mission multi-tasking
rebreather, that simply means that it can do many
things well. The Meg is designed and sold as a
diver’s diver rebreather in that the operator may
configure the Meg into a variety of configurations
that will meet the mission-specific requirements the
diver may face.

The Meg may be used in environments consid-
ered too diverse for the current closed circuit
systems. The Meg may be used in recreational/
technical diving using conventional gases, such as
air for shallower diving to exotic custom mixes for
extremely deeper/overhead diving. The commer-
cial/military applications are not limited to submers-
ible/habitat lock outs, reconnaissance, explosive
ordinance disposal (EOD), saturation diving or any
type of underwater work that may require the
unique characteristics of a robust dependable user-
friendly CCR system.

The Megalodon’s diversity is due to a modular
approach to engineering.  As an example, the
Megalodon may be changed from its more conven-
tional back mounted configuration to an unconven-
tional side mounted system that has historically
been an open circuit exclusive configuration for
caving. The Meg may be fitted with components to
increase or decrease diver duration or be tailored
to mission-specific requirements. This also transi-
tions easily to travel. The diver may carry the Megs
primary systems in a hand carry-on bag on board an



G. Heads up display (HUD) The HUD is the diver’s
hands free informational display that allows the
diver to observe the breathing loop PO2 and the
voting logic status of the secondary display. The
HUD is also used as a passive communication
system for the diving buddy or instructor to
observe the operating status of the students/
buddies Meg.

H. Modular CO2 scrubber canister system. The
Megalodon may use various types of scrubber
canisters and sizes.

I. Oxygen manual bypass: Used as a means to
manually bypass the oxygen
injection system.

J. Oxygen injection
feed port.

K. Inhalation Counter Lung
Over the shoulder neo-
prene counter lungs: Neo-
prene counter lungs are designed to minimize
the heat sinks of the breathing loop by increas-
ing breathing loop temperature thus enhancing
scrubber canister duration. Other advantages are
lower induced diver drag coefficient and ease of
maintaining a minimal loop volume.

L. Dive / Surface Valve  (DSV).

M. Automatic demand valve (ADV) The ADV is used
for a hands free diluent injection system.

Q. Stage Diluent and Bail Out Gas

R. Primary Diluent Supply Cylinder

S. Primary Oxygen Supply Cylinder

T. Canister Spacer and moisture absorbent pads

U. Bailout open circuit Second Stage.

N. Exhalation Counter Lung

O. Off board manual diluent bypass: Used as a
means of gas transitioning to various other off
board breathing gas mixes to optimize decom-
pression diving.

P. Vent valve: The vent valve is used to dewater a
flooded breathing loop or to vent excessive
breathing gas volume.
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airplane and use any type of cylinders at the dive
destination, thus reducing travel weight and increasing
convenience.

The diver has choices with the Meg, from its purchase
of a customizable system from the manufacturer to the
diver setting it up for a mission-specific operation. That
empowers the diver in regards to purchase price,
affordability and desirability.

Megalodon Description

The ISC Megalodon is a lung demand driven electroni-
cally assisted closed circuit underwater breathing appara-
tus CCR that uses oxygen and various diluents as its
primary life support gases. The ISC Megalodon CCR has
been designed for intensive use in diverse environments,
yet it is simple in design and construction, robustly built
and provides high performance with ease of maintenance.

The Megalodon is primarily worn on the back of the
swimmer and is carried by a shoulder harness assembly.
The diver may place any harness, back plate and BC
system on the system.

The Megalodon is compact and low in profile minimiz-
ing drag through the water. The breathing loop is two over
the shoulder counterlungs optimizing breathing perfor-
mance and water trapping ability. Water may be purged by
the diver at the diver’s discretion through the exhaust
valve on the exhalation side of the counterlung or moisture
pads may be added to the inhalation/exhaust
counterlungs for enhanced water trapping.

The Meg is constructed of black anodized aluminum,
black acetyl plastic and clear acrylic.

The breathing cycle is explained as follows: the diver
exhales into the Dive/Surface valve (DSV) that contains
the one-way check valve system. The DSV is connected
to two flexible breathing hoses, the other ends of which
are connected to the counterlungs and scrubber assem-
bly. The diver’s exhalation is circulated into the exhaust
side counterlung and through an assortment of water
traps and then circulated into the scrubber canister
assembly. All of the exhaled CO2 rich breathing media is
adsorbed by a bed of carbon dioxide adsorbent.  The
freshly scrubbed homogenized gas continues on through
the oxygen sensor system and up into the inhalation
counterlung and into the Dive/Surface valve mouthpiece.

The oxygen consumed by the diver to meet meta-
bolic needs is replenished by an automatic oxygen
addition system. Diluent is added to the breathing loop
volume by the automatic demand valve. The Meg is
fitted with two cylinder pressure gauges monitoring the
gas pressure.

Advanced Personnel Environmental Controller System
(APECS™)

The APECS family of electronics is designed to be
used in a variety of roles to fit the operational needs of the
customer. The APECS system has been designed to be
used in commercial saturation operations, military combat
swimmer ops and other roles relating to deeper explora-
tion diving. The APECS provide the operational user the
flexibility of conducting a greater operational role from
one package thus decreasing costs and inventory.
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Customizing of electronics is available from ISC for
whatever operational need the end user may have.

Maintenance - The Megalodon is simple in design,
built on state-of-the-art innovative construction without
the unnecessary engineering and complexity based on
out-of-date technology of other current UBA’s. Cur-
rently, other UBA systems require special tools, parts
and excessive maintenance to maintain the aging or out
of date technology that induces high cost to the end
user. The Meg is designed to use off the shelf compo-
nents when possible and utilize the best in design
principles to minimize excessive component parts, thus
reducing overall operational expenses.

The Meg requires only the common tools and work
environment that a modern dive support facility has and
no more. The Meg may be field repaired easily if neces-
sary, with minimal tools that the diver or dive team may
have on hand.

Scheduled maintenance of the Megalodon is consid-
erably less then the current rebreather systems. The
Meg requires minimal time to replace or repair unit

components giving the repair technician and diver less
over all man hours dedicated to the service of the
rebreather thus allocating more time for training or
other operational commitments.

Company Background

          InnerSpace Systems Corp. is a United States-
based small business known internationally as a top
competitor in the manufacturing and development of
highly innovative customized closed circuit systems to
support the exploration of deep/overhead sub sea
environments, by direct manned intervention.
InnerSpace Systems Corp’s manufacturing and engineer-
ing headquarters is located in Centralia, Washington. As
a small company of experienced, dedicated engineers
and support staff focused solely on continuing product
improvement and new product development and
customer service, ISC is able to conduct rapid engineer-
ing and prototyping that can quickly be turned into a
final product

www.CustomRebreathers.com

New Pacific Northwest Diving DVD
Released
Review by ADM staff John Rawlings

Ever wonder what it’s like
to dive in the cold, emerald
green waters of the Pacific
Northwest? Does the thought
of diving with a Giant Pacific
Octopus send a chill up your
spine and get your camera finger
twitching? If either of these things
have ever crossed your mind, then
an absolutely excellent place to start
the adventure would be the new DVD
produced by EPIC!Scuba Underwater
Images, “Diving the Pacific Northwest
with Joe Diver, Volume II”.

Up and coming Northwest Underwater
Videographer, Joe Militello, has produced his
second volume of video footage covering a
variety of Pacific Northwest dive locations ranging
from central Puget Sound to northern British Columbia.
While the DVD could have benefited from some im-
proved computer graphics and better editing, it covers
locations and creatures rarely shown anywhere else, if at
all. This fascinating production includes scenes from
such locations as western Vancouver Island’s startlingly
colorful Barkley Sound, some older 8mm footage from
deep wall dives off Texada Island, the wreck of the tug
Omar near Seattle, the passageways and guns of the
destroyer escort HMCS Columbia, and finally the
wondrous and intricate reefs of Quadra Island. Of these,
I found the scenes of the current-swept sites to be the
most compelling - the nutrients brought by the current
causing an amazing amount of life to be present,
creating sites that are enshrouded with invertebrates
and quite literally awash with color.

This DVD imparts to the viewer the incredible
diversity that is diving in the Pacific Northwest,

each location filmed illustrating both its
attraction and its uniqueness.

Several encounters with Giant
Pacific Octopuses are shown

throughout the video, illustrat-
ing their color-changing ability as

well as including some absolutely
extraordinary bonus footage of

the moment of actual birth of a new
generation of tiny octopuses, shot

entirely in the wild. Personally, I have
never been fortunate enough to

witness such a remarkable scene and I
was absolutely mesmerized by it.

I’ve been diving the waters of the Pacific
Northwest for virtually my entire adult life

and have dived many of the locations
shown in the video. Still, I found myself

literally enthralled with some of the footage,
many of the scenes taking me back in time in

my mind to special moments spent in the wilds of
Canada or deep in Puget Sound. Anyone dreaming of
diving the Pacific Northwest, or simply looking for a new
and fascinating underwater viewing experience, would
do well to find a copy of this new and amazing DVD.

The DVD is available for $19.95 plus $4.00 s&h through
the EPIC!Scuba website or by mail at the address shown
below. Joe Militello’s earlier venture, Volume I, covering
diving in the area around Neah Bay at the tip of
Washington’s Olympic Peninsula, continues to be
available in VHS format.

EPIC! Scuba Underwater Images      www.epicscuba.com
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Scuba Certified: 1970 YMCA Miami, FL
U/W Photography: 1972 Graduate Brooks Institute, Santa Barbara
U/W Photo Program
Technical Diving: 1998 Trimix Diver

In 1998 after almost 30 years of recreational diving and more
than a decade trotting the globe crafting underwater images and
working a photojournalism sideline, I went back to being a stu-
dent. I had landed an assignment from a major publication to do a
comprehensive article on the U.S. National Marine Sanctuaries and
made arrangements to dive the famous Civil War ship, the USS
Monitor, the first of the 13 sanctuaries. But there was one hitch –
this wreck sits off the coast of North Carolina in 250 fsw and is a
trimix dive. Fortunately, I had six months lead time and had ample
time to train in Florida. Despite weather delays and logistical
hurdles, I managed to get the job done. In my brief technical
diving career, I have not amassed great quantities of deep dives
but I have made other memorable ones: USS Wilkes Barre (Key
West 1998), the R.B. Johnson (Ft. Lauderdale 1999), the Andrea
Doria (New York 2001), the Brine Seep (East Flower Gardens
2001), and the Carrie Lee (Grand Cayman 2002).

My recent photo niche, technical diving, compliments my other
specialty: the Flower Gardens and Northwest Gulf of Mexico. As
fortunate as I am to travel and dive the South Pacific, the Red Sea
and other far reaches from Texas, I never tire from the frequent visits
to my hometown reef of more than 20 years, the Flower Gardens.

I am the co-author of Diving Bermuda and the author of Diving
Cayman Islands, both published by Aquaquest.
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NorthEast
Adventure Dive & Snorkel
3432 Lauderdale Dr Richmond, VA 23233
www.adventurediveandsnorkel.com

Blue Water Divers
806 Rt 17 North    Ramsey, NJ  07446
www.BlueWaterDivers.com

Discover Diving
5319 Transit Rd.
Buffalo, NY 14043  716•685•4557
www.dicoverdivingny.com

Diving Bell Scuba Shop
681 N. Broad St.
Philadelphia, PA 19123-2418
215•763•6868  www.divingbell.com

Elite Divers Inc.
Rt 46 & E. Main St.   Rockaway, NJ 07866

Fantasea Scuba & Aquatic Center, Inc.
37 South Main Street  Milltown, NJ  08850
www.avatarproductions.com/fantasea

Hunterdon Scuba Center
252 Rte 202/31 Flemington, NJ  08822
www.hunterdonscuba.com

Kings County Divers
2417 Ave U   kcdiversny@aol.com
Brooklyn, NY  11229
718•648•4232  Fx 718•934•4154

Leisure Pro
42 W. 18th St.  NY, NY 10011
www.leisurepro.com

Ocean Explorers Aquatic Center
180 Lafayette Ave   Edison, NJ 08337
www.NJOceanExplorers.com

Regency Diving Center
63 A Main St   Millbourn, NJ  07041
973•564•9932
www.Regencydivingcenter.com

Splash Dive Center, Inc
3260 Duke St.  Alexander, VA 22314
Splashdive@aol.com
Ph: 703•823•7680  Fx: 823•4812

www.StingrayDivers.com
NYC’s 1st Tech/Mixed Gas Facility
Huge inventory of wreck/cave gear
DIR friendly! Ph: 718•384•1280

Swim King Dive Shop, Inc.
572 RTE.25A   Rocky Point, NY  11778
Ph: 631•744•7707

T.L. Velas Diving and Supply
1201 Valley View Ave  Wheeling, WV 26003
Ph: 304•242•3676

Virginia Scuba
6884 Wellington Rd.  Manassas, VA 20109
Mark@Virginiascuba.com Ph: 703•369•0098

       SouthEast
Bird’s Underwater
320 NW Hwy 19  Crystal River 34428
352•563•2763

Discovery Diving Co.,Inc.
414 Orange St. Beaufort, NC 28516
252•728•2265 www.discoverydiving.com

Dive Outpost  Ph: 904•776•1449
Cave Diving At It’s Best!
info@DiveOutpost.com www.DiveOutpost.com

Fantasea Scuba
3781-A Tamiami Trail
Port Charlotte, FL  33952
www.fantaseascuba.com

Ginnie Springs Outdoors
7300 NE Ginnie Springs Rd
High Springs, FL  32643
Ph: 386•454•7188
www.GinnieSpringsOutdoors.com

Kevin Sweeney’s SCUBAdventures
971 Creech Rd. Naples, FL 34103
www.SCUBAdventuresLC.com
Ph: 941•434•7477

NADCO, Inc.
4719-B High Point Rd.
Greensboro, NC. 27407
336-299-5533 www.nadcoscuba.com

Scuba Quest   941-366-1530  941-951-1557
14 Florida Locations
www.scubaquestusa.com

Smoky Mountain Divers
3808-C Ft. Henry Dr.  Kingsport, TN 37663
423•239•7333 bburton@usit.net

Vortex Spring Inc. Ph: 850•836•4979
1517 Vortex Spring Ln.
Ponce de Leon, FL 32455
www.VortexSpring.com

Wateree Dive Center, Inc.
1767 Burning Tree Rd. Columbia, SC 29210
803•731•9344  wateree@msn.com

      Great Lakes
Aquatic Adventures of MI. llc
2100 Grand River Annex #100
Brighton, MI 48114
Ph: 810•225•9868
www.aquaticadventuresatmi.com

Diversions Scuba
2522 University Ave   Madison, WI  53719
www.diversions-scuba.com

Minnesota Dive Center Inc.
36 17th Ave NW   Rochester, MN  55901
Ph 507•288•8802 M20320@hotmail.com

Sea Jewels
436 Roosevelt Rd. Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
www.howdive.com  800•howdive

Sea Lions Dive Center
1158 West Lake Street
Hanover Park,  IL 60133

Scuba Systems
3919 Oakton  Skokie, IL 60076
www.ScubaSystems.com

Shipwreck Adventures Inc. & Technical
Dive Training       815•378•8152
1721 Arnold Ave  Rockford, Il  61108
www.shipwreckadventures.com

Sub-Aquatic Sports + Services
347 N. Helmer Rd  Battle Creek, MI  49017
616-968-8551    www.sassdive.com

Underwater Dive Center Inc.
42551 N. Ridge Rd    Elyria, OH  44035
404•324•3434   udc@bright.net

West Michigan Dive Center
2516 Glade Street  Muskegon, MI  49444
www.westmichigandivecenter.com

Mid West / Central U.S.
American Diving  Ph: 956•761•2030
1807 Padre Blvd.
South Padre Island, Tx  78597

Flatirons Scuba and Travel
5127 W 120th Ave  Broomfield, CO  80020
Ph: 303•469•4477

Gary’s Gulf Divers
25753 #C Canal Rd  Orange Bch, AL 36561
www.gulfdiver.net

Great American Co.
401 North Main Street, St. Charles, MO 63301
www.TGADC.com

Scuba Shop USA
11728 Baptist CH Rd.
St. Louis Missouri, 63128
www.ScubaShopUSA.com

Underwater Services LLC
5 NE 14th St.  Oklahoma City, OK 73104
www.uwservicesllc.com

    West Coast
Bubbles Below  Ph: 425•424•3483
17315 140th Ave NE
Woodinville, WA  98072
www.bubblesbelow.com

Dive Commercial International, Inc.
7058 15th Ave N.W.   Seattle, WA 98117
206•784•5050 www.DiveCommercial.com

Omni Divers Underwater Services
P.O. Box 6  Klamath Falls, OR  97601
208•345•1990  www.omnidivers.com

Poseidon Diving & Water Sports
810 SW 151st St.  Burien, WA  98166
206•835•1314

Scuba Schools of America
12001 Quartz Valley Rd  Ft. Jones, CA 96032
www.SSA-Riverside.com

Sierra Diving Center
104 E. Grove St.   Reno, NV 89502
www.SierraDive.com

Starfish Enterprise, Exploring Inner Space LLc
600 W. Nickerson St.  Seattle, WA  98119
206•286•6596 StarfishEnterpise.com

Wind & Water Charters and Scuba
111 Washington St.   Ketchikan, AK 99901
www.wind-water.org

Foreign Retailers
Canada

Centre de Plonge  Nautech, Inc
10514 St-Laurent   Montreal, Qc   Canada
www.nepteau.com  514•337•5489

Cayman Islands
Divetech/Cobalt Coast Resort
www.divetech.com  Ph:  (345) 946-5658

Sunset House Dive Resort
www.sunsethouse.com

Mexico
Protech        P.O. Box397
Playa del Carmen, Q Roo, Mexico
www.protechdiving.com
011-52-987-32046

Japan
Torii Beach Scuba Locker
Okinawa, Japan  Fax. 011-81-98-956-4964
E-mail. haglandg@toriitraining.com
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Foreign Distributors
Australia, New Zealand, and Pacific
Tony Davis, Aqua Tech Australia
E-Mail: sales@diverite.com.au
Tel 03•9775•0400

France, Italy, Belgium
Aldo Ferrucci   www.bubnotbub.com
E-Mail: bubnotbub@aol.com
www.xpeditionteam.com
011-33-6-07272267

Germany, Austria & Switzerland
Underwasser Kleemann
011-49-6062-913-688

Japan
Torii Beach Scuba Locker
Okinawa, Japan
Fax. 011-81-98-956-4964
E-mail. haglandg@toriitraining.com

Singapore, Malaysia-Thailand, Indonesia
Joe Keiser    adm@caribebali.com

Netherlands, Luxemborg & Benelux
DiveNow
Gerard Been  Venezuelstraat 78
2408 MB Alphen aan den RIjn
The Netherlands
www.divenow.nl      mail@divenow.nl
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After a two-hour car ride from Manila and a 10-
minute boat ride, I finally reached my destina
tion – a rock islet located north of the popular

Anilao (Balayan Bay), Philippines. It would be my
home for the next four days.

I heard some stories about Ligpo, particularly
about its magnificent drop-offs. I also read an article
in a newsletter that described Ligpo’s richness. It is
said that water currents of different temperatures
meet around the islet, sustaining its fertile
biodiversity. On this trip, I was determined to verify
this information and, at the same time, attempt to
discover a few other things that Ligpo had to offer.

My first dive was on the east side of the islet.
The waters were calm while I made a shore entry. On
this side the average depth is 18 feet and visibility
was approximately 40 feet.

Less than three minutes into the dive, I discov-
ered a crevice housing two adult female ribbon eels.

One of them was brilliantly blue with yellow fins while the
other was already showing signs of becoming yellow; the
female ribbon eel changes colors as it becomes older.

I continued my exploration within a few square yards in
the same location. On the sea floor, I identified a couple of
seamoths darting across the sand. They were difficult to
notice because they were well camouflaged against the
sandy background. I also observed a group of adult
Pteraeolidia ianthina slugs together with about a half-dozen
young. Most nudibranchs abandon their eggs as soon as
they lay them, but Pteraeolidia parents tend to stay with
their brood while other adults accompany them. These
gatherings sometimes result in a scuffle. Taking a couple of
fin strokes, I discovered a brown leaf fish that was pretend-
ing to be a leaf.  Invisible to the untrained eye, this master
of disguise swayed back and forth with the current as a
dead leaf would.

Already charmed by the sights at less than 20 feet, I sensed
that more surprises awaited me and became full of anticipa-
tion. Going deeper, I continued my quest and came upon a
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site that stood out because it was crowded
with soft corals; it was around 150 square
yards. The abundance of mushroom leather
corals, broccoli corals and cauliflower corals
reminded me of a vegetable garden. The area
was sprawling with sea slugs that were of
different shapes, colors and patterns. They
included those of the genus Chromodoris,
Pteraeolidia, Nembrotha, Hypselodoris,
Phyllidia, Phyllodesmium, Glossodoris, Elysia
and Reticolidia. While some of the slugs
appeared to be just resting, the others were
busy feeding, courting, mating and laying eggs.

Upon leaving the coral garden, I checked
out a boulder where a throng of feather stars
congregated. They came in different hues of
yellow, green, purple, brown, white, red and
blue. I felt a slight current while passing
through this area. It was likely that the con-
stant flow of nutrient-rich waters that at-
tracted the crinoids to this place. I made a
swift assessment and, as expected, the
feather stars were hosting a variety of com-
mensal tenants such as the elegant squat
lobster, clingfish and snapping shrimp.

After 10 minutes, I arrived at the cliff’s
edge and began my descent to 120 feet. At
the sandy bottom, wire corals that extend at
least 15 feet long spiral towards the surface.
I lingered for 10 minutes and then decided
to head back. The whole experience was
awesome, making me look forward to the
night dive.
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Nightfall introduced a new cast of
characters at Ligpo.  I came across some
nocturnally active sea slugs including the
Asteronotus, Platydoris, Pleurobranchus,
Ceratosoma, and Discodoris. Especially
interesting was the Spanish dancer that
laid a ribbon of eggs.  Upon closer
inspection, I found an emperor shrimp
residing on the dancer.

The same shallow waters of the north
and east sides are a favorite hangout of
reef squids, cuttlefish and octopus
searching for prey. That night, I decided
to observe their hunting behavior. Particu-
larly enthralling was the reef squid as it
changed colors (in excitement) a few
seconds before it made the killer plunge
on an unsuspecting fish. On the other
hand, an octopus exhibited color change
after it had caught its victim. Other
hunters such as sponge crabs, lobsters
and hermit crabs were also stalking the
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reef for prey. At the same time, a crocodile snake eel
waited patiently until the time was right for an ambush.
As the night moved on, the reef was littered with
remnants of the hunting activities. Most apparent were
the discarded carapace and shell remains of crabs that
were eaten by octopus and other crustaceans.

The next morning, I headed toward the west side of
Ligpo. Upon entering the water, I was met by a bustle of
fish activity. Wrasses, parrotfish, butterflyfishes,
angelfishes, hawkfishes, damsels, surgeonfishes, trigger-
fishes, filefishes and boxfishes packed the reef. Some of
them were examining the previous night’s debris of
fallen prey, in case there were leftovers.

After 15 minutes, I reached the islet’s main drop-off
and started to descend.  On my way down, a green
turtle caught my attention. Then, a small school of
trevally passed by. As I went deeper, I noticed that the
gorgonian fans were getting larger, and I could even
see bigger ones at the direction of my descent. How-
ever, I decided to stop at 120 feet and continue the
rest of the dive encircling the islet. Later on, at the
surface, locals informed me that that area can be at
least 180 feet deep and that green turtles and pelagics
regularly visit those waters.

As the days progressed, the entire drama beneath
the waters of Ligpo was re-enacted.  And I enjoyed
every minute of it. Even after completing 14 dives
during the four-day trip, I knew that Ligpo had more
secrets to reveal to those who were determined to find
them. My exploration was by no means concluded on
this trip. In fact, my discoveries had just begun.
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HID 10 w/ 4.5AH NiMH Battery

• 4x-6x The light output of
an equivalent wattage halogen

• No filament to break

• 6000º K color temperature

• Can be used out of the water

• Perfect for video and photography

See our web site for information on other SARTEK innovative products:

Gas Switching Systems U/W Battery Systems
U/W Video and Photography Lights Full Face Mask Accessories

Diver Mounted Video Cameras Back-up Lights
Drop Video Cameras Super Power Inflators

HID 18 w/ 4.5AH NiMH Battery






